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INTRODUCTION 

The recent dramatic changes in the price and supply of energy have 

made a new set of options economically feasible with regard to the dis

posal of municipal and agricultural solid wastes (MSW, ASW). In many 

ways, these changes were a welcome development, because the disposal 

of solid wastes now has the potential to provide a net income for Texas 

cities and the agricultural industry. For example, ugly landfills 

and enormous piles of cattle feedlot manure can probably be replaced with 

energy and/or chemical producing plants. An increase in the recycled 

fraction of metals may also be expected as a result of the application 

of this technology. 

Due to the fact that our national as well as state energy consumption 

is so large, the recovery of all the direct energy available in MSW 

will not have a dramatic impact on the total energy supply. The potential 

is, however, significant, because the national energy value of MSW is 

approximately one/half million barrels per day without accounting for 

the recoverable energy in ASW (1). 

In addition to the direct energy recovery indicated above, the 

potential energy savings from reclamation or recycling of metals in MSW 

has considerable potential. Producing 1000 tons of steel reinforcing 

bars from scrap only requires approximately 25 per cent of the energy 

of that required for production from virgin ore; the reprocessing of 

aluminum requires approximately 5 per cent of the energy needed to win 

this material from the original ore (2, 3). On the average, 7 per cent of 

the iron, 8 per cent of the aluminum, 20 per cent of the tin, and 14 

per cent of the paper consumed annually could be obtained from MSW (4). 

l 



OBJECTIVES 

On the basis of the indicated national potential, the broad 

objective of this project was to assess the potential for solid waste 

as an energy source in Texas. Specific sub-objectives were to: 

(1) Sun~arize the municipal and agricultural production rates in 
Texas. 

(2) Assess the technology of solid waste conversion processes. 

(3) Determine those locations in Texas where these conservation 
processes would be feasible. 

(4) Recommend the research-development and legislative actions 
required to realize the full potential of energy recovery 
from solid wastes. 

2 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT 

~~-JlJI:.f!£!~.-.I~':l.:~f_9,2'_j:_9_t_Wer::_s ion .£roces_ses 

Although then; are at least twenty different designs currently 

being marketed in the U.S., there are only four basic conversion processes 

for achieving direct energy recovery from solid wastes. These processes 

are (1) combustion or' incineration v-tith heat recovery, (2) pyrolysis or 

cracking, (3) partial oxidation or combined pyrolysis-combustion, and 

(4) biochemical methane prodtlction. The technology for these basic pro-

cesses certainly exists, but only the first and third types have 

been evaluated in a demonstration-sized plant (100-200 ton MSW per day) 

or greater. A significant protion of this technology is European, but 

little experiencE exists for the scale of use being contemplated in the U.S. 

For example, one privately sponsored facility for steam generation being 

built in the U.S. will use incinerators two to three times the size normally 

employed in Europe (5, 6, 7). A demonstration plant utilizing pyrolysis for 

production of an oil similar to No. 6 fuel oil is now being built near 

San Diego, California, and evaluation data will orobably become available 

in late 1975. Two or more commercial partial-oxidation designs (1000 ton 

MSW per day) are being built for production of low Btu gas and steam. 

Process designs for prnduction of petrochemical feedstocks (e.g. ammonia) 

are still in the pilot plant stage (8). Biochemical processing is also 

limited to pilot plant experience (9). 

In general, we conclude that MSW, or solid waste conversion process 

technology is equivalent to or not as advanced as that for coal utilization. 

Thus, any venture undertaken by Texas within the next three years for 

conversion of municipal or agricultural sol·id 1'4aste must be considered 



a developmental project. This conclusion excludes any proprietary pro

cesses developed for conversion of a specific industrial solid waste. 

The most economical process innovation for the U.S. would appear 

to be the combined combustion of pulverized coal and MSW (St. Louis 

project, 10). A detailed assessment of this attractive process will 

4 

be made available by the Electrical Power Reserach Institute and the Bechtel 

Corporation by December 1974 and will be transmitted to the Council. This 

technology is, however, not generally adaptable to Texas because there are 

only a few coal-fired boilers in the state. Most utilities are reluctant 

to invest in the ash-handling, ash-disposal facilities, and the technology 

required to obtain the expected energy equivalent (10-20% of the total boiler 

load). If, in the future, the State's lignite reserves are exploited for 

intra-state generation of electrical power, lignite-MSW firing processes 

might become highly attractive. The location of the plants could, in 

large measure, determine the feasibility of a mixed-fuel boiler. Technology 

for combined lignite-solid waste combustion is not available and is recom

mended for further study. 

It should also be noted that there has been considerable discussion 

at the national level of converting the nation's base-load electrical gen

erating system to coal within the next five years. If this program is 

undertaken, the retrofitting program for boilers near large cities should 

incorpo~ate the capability to fire coal-MSW mixtures. 

Due to the current lack of boilers with ash removal capability in 

Texas, the preceeding technology assessment has led us to conclude that 

pyrolysis processing for production of fuel oil (6) and a partial oxidation 

process for production of petrochemical feedstocks such as ammonia synthesis 
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gas (11) are attractive alternatives for the State. This technology 

is, as noted above, still being developed. Thus, a continuing tech

nology assessment and reserach-development program is recommended fo.r 

state support. The two processes should be investigated for utilization 

of both MSW and ASW. Finally, little technology has been published on 

the combination of industrial wastes with either municipal or agricultural 

wastes. This possibility should also be research because such a combin-

ation may make energy conversion processes economically attractive in marginal, 

low population density areas. 

B. Indirect Energy Recovery Processes 

This type of processing has received considerable attention in the 

U.S. because there appears to be "go1d-in-garbage 11
• In fact, the Amel~ican 

Iron and Steel Institute has estimated that $4.5 billion a year is spent 

in the U.S. to dispose of MSW containing $5.0 billion of reuseable metals. 

The technology associated with the maqnetic separation of ferrous materials 

is well developed and suitable devices can be purchased on the open market. 

Although can recycling by concerned individuals has received consid

erable promotional consideration, the technology needed to remove non

ferrous metals (primarily aluminum) from a shredded MSW stream is still in 

the developmental stage, The two basic processes involve either flotation 

due to a density difference on the induction of an eddy current and subsequent 

ejection from a magnetic field. Currently, neither of these approaches has 

achieved the desired selectivity and recovery factors. Nevertheless, the 

economic potential is considerab1e and private industry appears to have suf

ficient initiation that a satisfactory system development is highly pro-

bable without additional state or national support. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: POTENTIAL FOR SOLID WASTE 

The relative potential for solid waste as an energy source in Texas 

is estimated to be equivalent to or greater than that of the nation as 

a whole. This conclusion is based upon the general range of generation 

rates of solid waste (2.5-6.24 lb solid waste per day)_ determined in our 

survey of 33 municipalities. The average rate of generation for Texas 

localities with populations greater than 10,000 was 4.7 lb/person-day (ppd) 

which compares favorably with the oft-quoted national value of 4.8 ppd (14). 

Texas also has a large volume, highly mechanized agricultural industry 

which may provide a more concentrated supply of ASW than other localities 

in the nation. Concentration of ASW is needed to minimize transportation 

costs and to make energy conversion economically viable (See below for a 

more thorough summary of this data base). 

Within Texas, a realistic estimate indicates the 1974 energy equivalent 

of 38,266 barrels per day (approximately 14 MM barrels per year) can be 

generated from 9 metropolitan centers and 2.4 million cattle located on 

the High Plains. The total ASW-MSW potential in 1974 is estimated to be 

approximately 110,000 barrels per day or 27 MM barrels per year. These 

estimates indicate a combined MSW-ASW energy production equivalent of 

only 1-3~6 of the refiner·y capacity i·n the State (approximately 3.5 MM 

barrels per day (12D. Thus, MSW-ASW energy conversion would have only a 

very small impact on the total state energy production-consumption. 

A better prespective of the MSW-ASW energy impact is to note that 

the total MSW-ASW potential is 25-28 per cent of the total energy needed 

for electrical power production in Texas on a typical winter day in 

January-February 1974. The MSW-ASW energy potential in the 9 metro centers 
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and in cattle waste is equivalent to 8-10% of the total state electrical 

power consumption (a 40% electric power-Btu conversion factor was used in 

making these comparisons). These latter two comparisons suggest that 

solid waste energy conversion can provide a significant part of basic 

human and industrial energy needs in Texas. 

Finally, we note that one should not ignore the importance of, even 

though it cannot be calculated, the potential impact of MSW-ASW resource 

recovery on reduction of envjronmental pollution and energy conservation 

psychology. 



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: GENERATIONS RATES OF MSW AND ASW IN TEXAS 

As noted above, the generation rate of MSW in Texas appears to be 

equivalent to the national value of 4.8 ppd. Within this value, 2.5-

3.0 ppd may be expected from households and 1.5-2.0 ppd from commercial 

establishments (13). These data confirm the generation rates reported 

by Melina and Smith (1968) for Austin, Ft. Worth, Dallas, Waco, and 

Corpus Christi. 
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As part of the study for G.E.A.C., a survey was made across the State 

through the Council of Governments to obtain municipal solid waste gener

ation rates. The range of rates reported in this survey were 0.71 ppd to 

10.41 ppd and the average value was 4.4 ± 1.8 ppd for 33 localities with 

populations from 997 and up. For cities over 10,000 the reported generation 

rate was 4.7 ± 1.2. There appeared to be a slight trend with larger muni

cipalities reporting an average rate of 5.1 ppd ± 1.2. In general, the data 

must be used cautiously because many locations were able to report only 

estimated values. We do conclude that the average generation rates are 

reasonable because the results do agree with more exhaustive studies (13). 

An attempt was also made to obtain agricultural and industrial solid 

waste generation rates. These data are essentially non-existent and we have 

had to rely on national data, even though these data, by definition, must 

also be considered suspect. The potential amounts in Texas must, however, 

be quite large because the meager data available are equivalent to major 

population centers. On the High Plains of Texas alone, there are approximately 

2.4 MM cattle fed per day. At a generation rate of 8 lb per cow-day, with 

a heat content of 6000 Btu per pound, these cattle alone produce the solid 

waste energy equivalent of approximately 4,800,000 people. 
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With regard to industrial solid waste, one estimate from the Houston 

area suggests that 46-152 tons per day of organic solid wastes are pro

duced which is equivalent to a population of 66,000-218,880 (14). 

This estimate includes only hydrocarbon polymer and chlorinated hydrocarbons; 

general rubbish and office collection is not included in the value. Thus, 

ASW and industrial solid waste are probably significant because these two 

estimates alone are equivalent to 40-45% of the 1970 state population. 

Such an estimate confirms national projections that ASW amounts to 4 times 

the tonnages produced as MSW. For our calculations, we have employed a 

multiplication factor of 2. It is recommended that a state-wide survey be 

immediately initiated to collect the necessary data to make better estimates 

of the energy potential in the industrial and agricultural sectors. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: ENERGY CONVERSION SITES IN TEXAS 

At this time~ there are nine sites in Texas which have potential of 

supporting an energy conversion process using MSW. These ·locations are 

Austin, Beaumont-Port Arthur-Orange, Corpus Christi, Dallas, El Paso, 

Fort Worth, Houston~ lubbock, and San Antonio. These were selected on 

the basis that all commerciany available processes become uneconomical for 

volumes less than those generated by a population of 150,000 and/or densities 

less than that served by a single incorporated municipality (> 150,000 

population per 12-14 square miles based upon Lubbock, Texas). At volumes 

less than the 150,000 population equivalent or for larger transportation 

distances, the investment and daily charges become prohibitive (7, 15, 16,17). 

Because the potential impact of solid waste resources on energy needs 

in Texas can be significant, we recommend that the State and one or more 

specific municipalities begin a detailed assessment of a solid waste resource 

recovery process. This process n1ight be an energy production unit and/or 

a materials recycle center depending upon the needs and opportunities of the 

specific locality. He recommend that at least one energy and one material 

recycle plant be contracted in the state no later than December 1976 for 

operation in 1978. The responsibility a.nd sponsorship of such processes 

should probably be legislated as outlined in the last section of this sum

mary. 1-le note that Houston, El Paso, and Amarillo have already initiated 

limited recycle of some materials. 
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SUMt~ARY AND CONCLUSIONS: ESTii~ATED INVESTMENTS AND COSTS 

t'ost of the processes for d·irect energy recovery from solid wastes 

(7, 10, 15, 26) ·indicate that capital investment costs for most energy 

generation plants will be $15,000-20,000 per daily ton of MSW, depending 

upon the volume of throughput and location (1974 dollars). The net cost 

to a municipality is called a dump charge and is projected to be about 

$4-$6 per ton (1974 dollars) with full recovery of both energy and 

materials. The _!1-.?_t dump cost is that fee required in addition to col-

lection costs and includes all operating costs as well as debt retirement 

over a 15-20 yea~ period. The net dump charge with either energy recovery 

or materia 1 s t·ecovery a ·1 one ranges from $3-$11 per ton depending upon 

the location and potential market, but appears to generally range from 

$5-$7 per ton. 

Utilizing the $15,000-$20,000 per daily ton investment projections, 

an estimated investment of $575 to $1,534 MM (depending upon size of 

plants and inflation) would be required in Texas over the next ten years 

tc recover the realistic_ enet·gy potential esti(Tiated above. This cinvestment 

or debt would be recovered within a 15-20 year period. The cost to a 

typical family of four in a Texas community participating in full recovery 

of materials ana energy would be $9-$13 per family per year (1974 dollars). 

This is a relatively small incremental cost and provides some insight to 

the actual effect and impact of energy recovery from solid waste on the 

citizens of Texas. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RESEARCH-DEVELOPMENT AND LEGISLATIVE ACTION 

If ultimately implemented, we believe the programs outlines below 

will minimize the chances of failure or the possibility of wasted effort 

experienced by other states. To realize the fullest benefit and to insure 

a successful program resuH, we recommend that the state government of 

Texas consider the following items: 

1. _R~sotJrce Recovery Au!hor_i ty 

Six states are actively considering or have established state-

wide Resource Recovery Authorities (38) to facilitate planning~ data gather

ing, economic and marketing analysis, and bonding authority for solid waste 

processing centers. Connecticut has had such an authority in existence 

since 1972. vie recommend that Texas review such programs, assess the 

advisability of establishing such an authority in the state, and propose 

proper legislation, if any is deemed desirable. We pet:sonally recommend 

such an authority be established to provide, at the least, a final review 

board which will insure that (1) reliable markets exist in a given locale, 

(2) the best available technology is utilized, (3) adequate bonding can be 

obtained, and (4) equitable financial contracts are obtained. 

2 . Ex i s t i !}5L~:L~1.E:t i o Jl 

Solicited C~'H•ffi~r.ts frc,rn various resource recovery system designers 

and marketers, and the Environmental Protection Agency have shown that 

current Texas laws will have to be enforced or changed before significant 

recovery ventures car bt~ organized. Specifically, it is known that 70 

per cent of Texas landfills are not in compliance vdth existing Department 

of Health requirements (1973). Thus, as long as the state does not enforce 

the laws in this area, t!1ere ~~~ill be little incentive to develop recovery 

programs. 
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Resource recovery centers would also have minor problems in 

complying with "Municipal Solid Waste Rules, Standards and Regulations 11 

published by the State Board of Health. In particular, article D-1.6 

indicates MSW may not be stored more than 24 hours awaiting processing and 

D-2.1b requires that a plant stop receiving MSW if a mechanical breakdown 

will require more than 24 hours to correct. We conclude that these may be 

unnecessarily restrictive, especially when current technology in both Europe 

(5,7) and the U.S. (e.g. Nashville, Tennessee) indicate that MSW may be 

stored 2-7 days without adverse effects. 

We therefore recommend that existing laws and enforcement procedures 

be reviewed and possibly be modified to insure a positive atmosphere for 

development of resource recovery programs. 

3. Development of a Data Base 

Data gathering or development of a data base would be one of the 

functions of a Resource Authority cited above. This aspect is so very 

important that a separate recommendation is made here. 

Texas is one of the leading industrial and agricultural states in the 

nation. In spite of this, the data on the amount and type of solid waste 

being generated by these two sectors are woefully inadequate. Furthermore, 

the reliability of the meager data now available has been seriously 

questioned by both the governmental and the industrial personnel that have 

been contacted during this review. An ex~ended study is therefore recommend

ed to obtain these needed data. All sectors should be reviewed, but the 

acquisition of an agricultural and industrial solid waste generation data 

base should be emphasized. 
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4. Devel(Jpment of a Technological Data Base 

The state has several unique features with regard to solid waste 

resource recover)'. The features are: (1) few coal-fired utility boilers, 

(2) significant reserves of lignite, and (3) highly developed agricultural 

and petrochemicai industries. Each one is discussed below in terms of 

technologica~ needs. 

We anticipate that the number of coal-fired boilers within the state 

will increase within the next ten years and that lignite may well be the 

primary coal supply. Since this new investment will be justified on its 

ovm merits, as we11 as energy need, the state has a unique opportunity 

to utilize solid waste as a supplemental fuel in boilers designed specifically 

for this purpose. Utilities cannot, however, be expected to develop the 

necessary technology on its own and some state supported reserach is needed. 

Of all the known technical problems, we conclude that boiler tube corrosion 

is a key variable and the lack of adequate data could severely retard the 

acceptance of solid waste combustion. Thus, we recommend that the state 

support research on the corrosion aspects of combined firing of coal and 

solid wastes. 

The state's agricultural industry will always require significant 

q:Jantities of an1n:on-;a. The p~~oduction of this primary chemical currently 

utilizes ~atura1 gas as a feedstock which can be supplemented using various 

solid wastes. t\mmonia synthesis from feed1ot cattle manure has been demon

strated on a small pilot plant scale (11), and other solid wastes could 

probably be employed. vj1e recommend that such a project be supported by the 

state to provide a supplemental source of ammonia. This type of project 

could create ar economic and pollution control advantage for the agri

business of the entire state, and wou~d provide immediate support for the 

cattlemen of Texas. 
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A continuing technological review of solid waste conversion by pyrolysis 

processing is also recommended. This type of processing has not been 

fully demonstrated, but has been shown to produce approximately one barrel 

of oil (high oxygen) from one ton of municipal waste which can be fired 

with No. 6 fuel oil in a utility boiler. Since many electric utilities in 

Texas do not have ash removal capability, this second generation gasification 

or liquefaction process has significance with respect to their operation 

and utilization of solid waste. Alternately, pyrolysis processing could 

provide a supplemental feedstock for the petrochemical indust~ utilizing 

the highly developed pipeline network already available. 

There are other research needs in this area but they are not as 

critical as those mentioned here. We strongly recommend that the state 

consider support for research projects which address the problems of 

boiler tube corrosion, ammonia production, and pyrolysis process develop

ment. 
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DISCUSSION OF STUDY AND RESULTS 

BACKGROUND OF PROJECT ------ ~ .. -~. -·-· --..-~·--,--~·---·-·-- ·-· 

The original scope and objectives of this project are given in 

Appendix I. The material included in this Appendix is testimony given 

January, l97t, the project proposed to G.E.A.C. in Febl"t.tary, "l974. and 

the appro~ed resrarch project. 

Key comm~::nts made during this formulative stage indicated that (1) 

immediate actio!l is required if resource recovery is to supplement the avail-

abi1ity of our natvra.l resources and ener~w; (2) disposal and/or recyc1ing 

of solid waste is a significant engineering problem which will require time, 

money, and patience to solve; (3) pyrolysis and/or partial oxidation of 

solid waste offers an attractive alternative to landfill; and, (4) truly 

sop hi sti cated resource recovery processes wi 11 always be designed to exploit 

locational advantages. We reviewed these items at the end of the project 

and conclude the study not only confirms but demands that these ideas and 

comments f:Je emphasized. 
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POTENTIAL AND PROJECTIONS OF SOLID WASTE AS AN ENERGY SOURCE 

Assessing and projecting the potential of solid waste as an energy 

source within Texas is a difficult task, as any such assessment is, but 

this subject has its own particular problems due to the lack of a reliable 

and adequate data base. During this study, we attempted to secu~e data 

in the municipal, agricultural, and industrial sectors as described be-

low. The municipal data appeared to form a reliable base but the industrial 

and agricultural data proved to be inadequate. The projections made be-

low recognize these limitations. We have made estimates on the basis of 

cited national projections and have attempted to be conservative. All 

calculations are given in Appendix II. 

A summary of the estimates are given in Table I. This table il

lustrates the relative magnitude of energy potential from the three ex

pected sources as well as the total potential for solid wastes. The most 

important values wou1d appear to be the 1985 estimate because this is the 

value which defines an immediate goal. The realistic value of 1.4 x 1014 

Btu/yr indicates that Texas could realize about l/3 of the maximum potential 

by this date. In the year 2000, a 40% utilization of the maximum value is 

projected. 

To gain some perspective on the impact of solid waste on the Texas 

economy, the maximum and realistic values of energy from solid waste have 

been compared to the state's electrical power consumpt·ion. This calcul-

ation is also given in Appendix II. The results show that the maximum 

potential energy from solid waste is approximately 30% of the total energy 

consumed in generating electrical pov1er in the State in ,January-February, 

1974. The energy from only 9-metro centers and the manure from cattle 



TABLE I 

POTENTIAL AND PROJECTIONS OF SOLID WASTE AS AN ENERGY SOURCE IN TEXAS(c) 
·--·-·--·------~~---<·------- "·--~-~-- - . ~ ---------------------------------------------------;----------------=-t-r -~ 

--~URRENT YEAR (1970) ~Year 1985 ESTIMATE\aJ I __ Yea1~ 2000 ESTILv!AT_L~_· ___ _ 
Type of Maximum Realistic Realistic Maximum Realistic Maximum Realistic Realistic 

Waste BTU/YR BTU/YR BBL Oil/Yr BTU/YR BTU/YR BTU/YR BTU/YR BBL/YR 
---------- --~-----~· -~-----·-··----- ------ ------- -··----

Municipal 7.9 X 1013 0 0 112.3 X 1013 4.7 X 1013 19.1 X 1013 7.6 X 1013 12.9 X 106 

Agricultural(b) 19.3 X 1013 0 0 30.0 X 1013 9.4 X 1013 47.0 X 1013 19.3 X 1013 26.2 X 106 

. ' 13 13 13 13 13 6 lndustr1al 0.2 X 10 0 0 0.3 X 10 0.1 X 10 0.5 X 10 0.2 X 10 0.3 X 10 
------ ---·-- ---- ----- ___ N __ _ 

TOTALS 2.7 x l014BTU/YR 4.3 x 1014 1.4 x 1014 6.7 x 1014 2.7 x 1014 39.4 x 106 

----------------------·-· -+-- ----·-
---····--~--- __________________ .. ____ _ 
(a) A growth of 3% per year has been used for 1985 and 2000 estimates. 

(b) Agricultural Waste = 19.3/7.90 = 2.4 times MSW. National estimates indicate that ASW may be 4 times MSW. 

This adjustment has been made to account for the diffuse nature of ASW. 

(c) All calculations are given in text of the report. 

__, 
co 



on the High Plains is equivalent to 11% of the electric power energy 

consumption. 

19 

These values are subject to revision pending the development of a 

reliable data base for agricultural and industrial solid wastes as well 

as development of new technology. 
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BASIC DATA AND GENERATION RATES 

In order to make realistic projections concerning the direct and in

direct energy which can be recovered, it is essential to know the average 

composition, heat content, and amount of solid waste being generated. The 

most recent study made on this aspect with respect to Texas was the Smith 

and Melina report of 1968 on MSW (19). 

Mun icipal Solid Wast~ 

Reasonable projections of MSW compositi on can be made on the basis of 

data obtained on the national level. The average MSW composition reported 

in Table II has been compiled by the Nati onal Center for Resource Recovery, 

Incorporated (13) . These data indicate that on a dry basis approxi mately 79 

weight percent of MSW is composed of combustible material. Although the 

metallic por tion of the dry materi al is nomi nally only 9 percent, at $50 

per ton for ferrous and $300 per ton for non-ferrous mateti·al s, the income 

from metal recovery processes can be considerable. 

The energy content of the incoming organi c or combustible frac t i on can 

vary considerably but it appears that 5000 Btu per pound is a reasonable 

value. Combustion Engineering Associates indicate that they can produce a 

sa1eable organic product with the characteristic.s listed in Table III wh ile 

recovering about 8 million Btu's from a ton of MSW containing 10 million 

Btu ' s (20). As the data indicate, the "new" f uel has a heat content approach

ing that of many coals in Wyoming. 

The design of an engineering system al so requires a knowledge of the 

rate of generation or t he pounds of sol id waste t hat can be produceq by a 

given population. In order to obtain some data relative to citi es in Texas, 

a letter was sent to the Executive Director of all the regional Councils of 



Composition 

Meta 11 i cs 
Ferrous 
Non-ferrous 

Glass 

Paper 
Newsprint 
Cardboard 
Other 

Food 

Yard 

Wood 

Plastic 

Miscellaneous 

* 

TABLE II 
NOMINAL MSW COMPOSITION 

Composition 

Range 

7 to 10 
6 to 8 
l to 2 

6 to 12 

37 to 60 
7 to 15 
4 to 18 

26 5o 37 

12 to 18 

4 to 10 

1 to 4 

1 to 3 

> 5 

(% of dry weight) * 
Nominal 

9.0 
7.5 
1.5 

9.0 

55.0 
12.0 
11.0 
32.0 

14.0 

5.0 

4.0 

1.0 

Moisture Content: range, 20 to 40 percent; nominal, 30 percent. 
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TABLE III 

ECO-FUEL TM - I I CHARACTERISTICS 

Particle Size 

Higher Heating Volume 

Moisture Content 

Inorganic Content 

Storage Life 

Bulk Density 

l/4 inch to 100 mesh 

7500 - 8000 Btu/lb 

<2% by weight 
Approximately 5% by weight 

Indefinite 

Approximately 30 lbs/ft3 

22 
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Government. Reports were received from approximately 50 percent of the 

Texas Councils of Governments. The survey results confirm the ~1elina and 

Smith study of 1968 (19) in which 4.5-5.0 lbs solid waste/person/day were 

generated in the larger metropolitan areas. The limited data obtained 

indicate that the average output for a given Texan is 4.4 lb/per day which 

agrees well with the oft-quoted value of 4.8 lb/person/day. The data 

compiled from the survey are given in Table IV. 

Our analysis of the data is given in Table V and shows a possible 

increase in the rate of generation with increasing population of a given 

locality. For example, a generation rate of 4.8 ± 1.8 lb/person/day was 

obtained for population centers greater than 5000 versus 5.2 lb/person/day 

when the population exceeds 50,000. In using these data, we have chosen 

to use a conservative estimate of 4.8 lb/person/day for cities with popu

lations > 100,000. This value also agrees with the 1968 data (19) reported 

for Dallas, Ft. Worth, Corpus Christi, Waco, and Austin, as mentioned 

above, 4.5-5.0 lb/person/day. It should be noted that recent data from 

a new survey for Dallas-Ft. Worth area (21) indicates that total solid 

waste may be generated at rates exceeding 8.0 lb/person/day for dense urban 

areas. Thus, overall we consider the value 4.8 lb/person/day to be quite 

reasonable and effect-ively conf1rms iJH~ more detailed survey. 

The preceding values include both residential and commerical wastes, 

but no industrial disposables. For this study, no attempt was made to 

identify the individual r·t~sidential and commercial contributions. If needed, 

individual va'lues can probab·ly be estimated from the known national surveys 

which indicate 2.5-3.0 lb/person/day from households (residential) and 2.0-

2.5 lb/person/d;_1y from commercial establishments. 



Tf,BLE IV 
SOLID \IJASTE GENERATION RATES FOR VARIOUS CITIES IN TEXAS 

----- -----~-~-·----·-----, _________ 

c·ity Year Population Tons Tons per Year/Person Pounds per Day/Person 
--------'"~·- -- ·---~-~---------

Abilene 70 93,600 100,000 1 .068 5.852 
West Central C of G 71 93,600 105,000 1 . 122 6.1468 

72 93,600 110,000 1.1752 6.439 
73 93,600 120,450 1.2868 7.0512 
74 93,600 130,000 1. 383 7.6102 

Amarillo 12/71 125,284 100,574 .8027 4. 39 
Potter & Randal C. 12/72 127,010 108,004 .8503 4.659 

12/73 131 ,535 11 '780 .8956 4.90 
74 134,576 36,388 . 8111 4.44 

[\ 1 ice 12/73 21,000 27,698 l. 318 7.22 
Jim Wells County 
Coastal Bend C of G 

Athens 72 9,582 8,680 .9058 4.963 
Henderson County 
East Texas C of G 

Beaumont 74 120,000 122,824 l .023 5.608 
Jefferson County 

Brownfield 74 10,000 9 '124 .9125 5.0 
Terry County 
South Plains Assoc. 

of Govt. N 
~ 



TABLE IV (continued) ......... . 

City Year Population Tons Tons per Year/Person Pounds per Day/Person 
-

Carthage 72 5,392 3,640 .6750 3.699 
Panola County 
East Texas C of G 

Clarksville City 72 398 312 .7839 4.295 
Greg County 

Corpus Christi 71 215,000 191,190 .8892 4.872 
Nueces County 72 215,000 192,500 .8953 4.906 
Coastal Bend C of G 73 215,000 193,325 .8991 4.927 

74 215 '000 207,500 .9651 5.28 

Denison 73 25,000 21,632 .8652 4.741 
Grayson County 
Texoma 

Edgewood 72 l '176 416 .3537 1.938 
Van Zandt County 

Elkhart 72 997 130 .130 .7144 
Anderson County 

E1 Paso (County) 12/71 350,000 224,129 .6403 3.50 
West Texas C of G 12/72 350,000 229,850 .6567 3.59 

12/73 360,000 251 '723 .6992 3.83 
12/74 365,000 269,070 . 7371 4.039 

N 
<.1'1 



TABLE IV (continued) ......... . 

··-~--~----------· 

City Year Population Tons Tons per Year/Person Pounds per Day/Person 
--- -·~--- - ----

Gi lmer--Upsur C. 72 4,196 3,276 .7807 4.278 

Henderson 72 w, 187 7,000 .6871 3.765 
Rusk County 

Jacksonville 72 9,734 9 '125 .9374 5.13 
Cherokee County 

Lindale-Smith C. 72 1 ,631 3' 100 1.900 10.41 

Longview-Gregg C. 72 46 '742 21 '000 .4492 2.461 

Lubbock 74 159,000 196,000 1. 232 6.75 

Malakoff 72 2,095 832 .4074 2.232 
Henderson 

Marsha 11 72 22,937 19,500 .850 4.65 
Harrison County 

Mineola 72 3,926 4,000 1.018 5.582 
Wood County 
East Texas C of G 

Palestine 72 14,525 8,968 .6174 3.383 
Anderson County 
East Texas C of G 

N 
0"1 



TABLE IV (continued) ......... . 

City Year Population Tons Tons per Year/Person Pounds per Day/Person 
-----------

Quitman 72 1 ,494 l '1 06 .7402 4.056 
Wood County 

Rusk 72 4,914 1,248 .2539 l. 391 
Cherokee County 
East Texas C of G 

San Angelo 6/71 63,884 50,000 .7826 4.28 
Tom Green County 6/72 63,884 53,000 .829 4.54 
Concho Valley C of G 6/73 63,884 56,000 .8765 4.8 

6/74 63,884 59,000 .923 5.057 

Sherman 73 30,000 21,450 .7044 3.859 
Grayson County 
Texoma 

Tyler-Smith County 72 57' 770 56,628 .9785 5.36 

Victoria 43,000 47,450 1.103 6.043 
Golden Cresent C 

of G 

Was om 72 1,460 660 .4561 2.49 
Harrison County 

Wichita Falls 12/73 97,564 71,967 .7376 4.04 
Nortex Regional 

Planning Commission N 
-.....J 



TABLE IV (continued) ......... . 

------

City Year Population 

Wills Point 72 l ,494 
Van Zandt County 

Winsboro 72 3,064 
Woods County 

Tons Tons per Year/Person 

1 '1 06 .7402 

2,390 .7800 

Pounds per Day/Person 
--

4.056 

4.274 

N 
(X) 



TABLE V 

SUMMARY OF 1971-1973 MSW GENERATION DATA FOR TEXAS 

MSW = Municipal Solid Waste, including residential and com
mercial waste. Industrial and Agricultural Wastes ex
cluded. 

No. Location = 33 

Population Range = 997 - 365,000 

29 

Aver~eneration Rat~ Number Data Points Populat·ion Range 

4.44 ± 1.8 33 997 - 365,000 

4.8 ± 1 ,, .L 21 > 5,000 

4.7 ± 1.2 17 > 10,000 

5.2 ± 1.1 10 > 50,000 

5~ 1 ± 1.2 5 > 100,000 
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Industrial Solid Waste 

Generation data on industrial solid waste are essentially non-existent, 

but preliminary information on industrial solid wastes indicate that size-

able quantities are being generated. One estimate from the Houston ared 

suggests that 46-152 tons per day of organic solid waste (13,000 BTU/1b) 

is produced which is equivalent on a BTU basis to a population 66~000-

218,880 (14). Most of this waste is hydrocarbon paly·mer but 10 or mm·e 

tons per day may also include chlorinated hydr·ocarbcns, a very dHficult 

waste to process due to corrosive HCl which may be generated during dis-

posal operations. These data do not include office and general rubbish 

collection figures. 

One informed source* has indicated, however that such numbers may be 

completely unreliable because (1) most industrial management is currently 

unaware of what their actual volume and type of waste products are (2) 

such information is generally considered to be proprietary, and (3) material 

balances between the industrial and disposal sites are notoriously bad. 

T~us, either legislation must be passed or the industrial sector must re-

cognize their public duty if 1~eliable, industrial solid waste data are to 

be obtained. Yk~ do note, however, most firms appear to be ~vi11 ir.~~ to 

cooperate with municipalities and s~pply technical expertise where or when 

needed. They just ao not want to divulge knowledge which may be related tJ 

process capacity or technology. 

As with industrial solid waste, rate of generation data for ag~icul-

tural solid wastes are also meager except for one case: the cattle manure 

* Or:e maj Ol' study has been summarized as 11 based on i nconc l us i ve and in 
some cas(~S inaccurate sampling inf::n·mati,:',n.'' The source of this info''"mation 
has requested ananym1ty. 
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being generated on the High Plains of Texas. Even the casual observer 

will note that considerable agricultural solid waste exists in Texas 

(e.g., cotton, forestry, fruit, food processing, etc.), but the Texas 

Department of Agriculture could not supply any estimates. Obviously, a 

significant survey must be undertaken to determine these data to assess 

the energy potential from the agricultural sector. 

National surveys, which must be cons idered suspect, indicate that 

agricultural solid waste is 4 times the amount of municipal. The potential 

energy supply from such a resource is not as significant as the raw material 

values indicate because ASW is quite diffuse or scattered. This diffuse 

nature leads to high transportation costs which will often negate economical 

energy processing of enormous stockpiles of ASW. We suspect, however, that 

the potential energy supply from ASWin Texas will, nevertheless, be significant 

due to the high mechanization and vol umes involved. Such potential is sug

gested by the cattle feedlot manure discussed below. 

Approximately 25% of the cattle i n the U.S. or 2.5 MM head in 1974 are 

fed on the High Plains of Texas. Current estimates (11) indicate a generation 

rate of 8 lb of manure/day/cow. Thus, the stockpile of manure is tremendous, 

i.e., 8 x 2. 5 x 106 = 20 x 106 lb/day. Significantly, approximately 97 

percent of this waste is concentrated i n only 225 feedlots as shown in 

Figure 1 (22) . This high concentration of feedlot cattle allows recovery 

schemes to be considered which would not be feasible at lower cattle den-

sities. 

The composition of a typica l feedlot manure is given in Table VI. The 

data indicate that manure is low in sulfur, but high is ash. As with most 

fuels, both desirable and undesirabl e properties exist. For example, in 



Feedlots 1000 
Head Capacity 

And Above 

Annual 
Number Of 

Feedlots 

Feedyards 
Custom 
Feeding 

1966 

67 

68 

69 

70 

7 I 

72 

73 

74 

200 

roo 

STATE& 

· COUNTY 

KANSAS 

Morton 
- ---··-------

NEW MEXICO 

ChAves 

Curry 

Eddy 

Roosevelt 

TOTAL 

OKLAHOMA 

BeAver 

Cimarron 

Texas 

TOTAL 

TEXAS 

Armstrong 

Bailey 

Br i ~coe 

ca.,on 

c .. tro 

Cochran 

Crosby 

Dallam 

De•l Smith 

Floyd 

Gaines 

Garta 

Gray · 

Hale 

HAnsford 

HArtley 

Hod ley 

Hutchinson 

Lamb 

Lubbod 

Moore 

Oldham 

Pa~mer 

Peller 

RAn dall 

Sherman 

Swisher 

Wheeler 

TOTAL 

System Tot.! 

KanS('IIS 

New Metico 

OklAhoma 

T~.as 

~~~iii~L TOTAL 

Figure 1 
1974 Fed Cattle Report (22) 

Lot No . Fed 
CApAcity in 

Now 1973 

1,000 2,000 

--·· 

I 34,900 168,691 

79,500 116,050 

26,800 50,937 

32,850 60,71 I 
----- ---

274,050 396,389 

12.000 47,306 

53,000 76,100 

207,100 424,700 
-~ - -·-- -- - ------

282,100 548, lOb 

9,600 21 ,300 

46.200 80,300 

1,400 1,300 

24,000 43,500 

221,200 388,500 

40,000 1~0.000 

NONE REPORTED 

72,900 I 83,900 

299,000 602,889 

30,600 55,800 

10,700 21 ,000 

2,500 2,250 

85,000 135,700 

90,100 190,100 

166,500 315,680 

82,500 I 94,499 

15,500 31,100 

10,000 7,500 

61,000 118,800 

61,000 112,000 

105,500 187,750 

33 ,400 90,221 

289,000 437,000 

21 ,000 42,000 

132,200 228 ,584 

116,300 212,700 

118,000 231 ,895 

40.000 80,000 
------·· --

2,1 85,100 4,016,268 
---··--··--·- - ···-· .- --

1,000 2,000 

274 ,050 396;389 

282,100 548 ,1 06 

2, I 85,100 4,016,268 
----·-·- -- -------
2,742,250 4,962,763 



TABLE VI 

Commercial Feedlot Manure, Typical Values(ll) 

Quantity 

Moisture 

Ca.rbon* 

Hydrogen 

Nitrogen 

Sulfur 

Ash 

Gross heating value, BTU/lb 

* 

Weight Percent 

15-37 

35-40 

5.3-5.9 

2.5-3.1 

0.4-0.6 

24-30 

5750-6730 

All measurements are on a dry basis except for the moisture which was 
on an as-received basis. 
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combustion low sulfur is desirable but the high ash content may cause 

serious problems with electrostatic precipitators. Due to the arid climate 

of the locale, the moisture content of manure can frequently be as low as 

15 percent. This is a very important parameter because of the large amount 

of ener~JY required to vaporize water. Water content above 50% may negate 

the potential recovery of energy for any solid waste. 

As ·indicated in Table VI, the gross heating value of commercia·! feed·

lot manure ranges from 5750-6730 Btu/lb with an average value of 6250 Btu/ 

lb (11). For comparison, MSW has approximately 5000 Btu/lb and a quality 

coal would contain about 12,000 Btu/lb. 

These data indicate that cattle feedlot manure may provide a significant 

supplement to fossil fuels. To this end, a sustained research program 

has been undertaken to develop the data base needed to assess the economics 

of such processing (11). We conclude that other such agriculture sources 

exist in Texas and recommend a significant research progr·am to define the 

potential. Data similar to that shown in Figure 1 and Table VI are the 

minimum data needed. 



TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT OF ENERGY AND RESOURCE RECOVERY PROCESSES ·-·-... ----------··· .. ~·· -----
Energy and resource plants using solid wastes are generally divided 

into front-end and back-end processes. The front-end of a plant incorporates 

the processing for classification and separation of non-combustible material 

from the organic o!· combustible matter. The back-end of the total precess 

is the phase norma 11y associ a ted ~:lith di rect-ene~·gy recovery such as com-

bustion or pyrolysis. The other major back-~nd processing technology may 

be classified as biochemical in which the org~nics are converted to methane 

or other products (~.g., prctein) by microorganisms. 

The discussion in this section will concentrate on front-end processing 

and back-end processing for· direct energy recovery; biochemical technology ·is 

tr··eated briefly. There are many excellent summaries on processing of solids, 

particularly MSI~, and the reader is referred to the papers of Glysson, ~!. ~-, 

(23), Levy (8), Jackson (24), and Wilson (25) for additional data and pro-

cesses. This review will present only those processes that the writers have 

assessed through site visits or are familiar with through reserach experience. 

This limitation is not, however, a severe one because the required tech-

nology is common to ~:~ost all of the processes. Furthermore~ the authors do 

not intend to slight any co~nercial process. To circumvent this latter 

point, the review wil~ b~ ~iscuss~d ir1 terms of the basic technolJgy of 

back-end processing; colnbt•stion~, partia1 oxirl.ation, pyro1ysis, and bio-

chemica 1 treatment. 

Frcnt-E:_:'l~LProcess i ng__of M._SW 

In the front-end of the plant the incoming ~unicipal solid waste is 

normally weighed before dumping onto a holding pldtform. This procedure 
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allows the operators of front-end loaders to be somewhat discriminatory 

concerning the nature of the material that is pushed onto a conveyor belt 

for transfer to the shredding operation. If an engine block or some other 

unusually large object were detected then it could be pushed to one side 

for special disposal. An operator is frequently positioned over the con

veyor belt to provide a second check to insure that the shredder can process 

the material on the b~lt. 

The shredding operation is the most difficult operation in the front 

end sequence. Eros·ion of the swinging hammers is so high that it is not 

unusual for a plant to set aside 8 hours out of 24 for shredder maintenance. 

In the initial shredding step the average particle size of the MSW is nor

mally reduced to approximately 1- to 1-1/2 inches. 

From the shredder the material is transported by a conveyor belt to an 

air classifier where the MSW is fed into the middle of a column of rising 

air. By varying the velocity of the air, a separation can be made on the 

basis of the density of the material. Unfortunately, due to interparticle 

collisions and agglomeration this separation is far from perfect. However, 

the lighter stream will be predominately the organic fraction and the heavier 

stream will contain most of the metals. Glass appears in both streams and 

some metal can lids will leave in the light stream perhaps due to the 

"frisbee'' effect. The-se materia 1 s can 1 ead to serious er'OS ion prob 1 ems in 

pipes and burner nozzles when the organic fraction is subsequently trans

ferred to the boilers by air conveyance. 

The heavy stream is then passed by a magnetic drum to remove the fer-rous 

materials. In order to have a viable scrap market for this iron it is fre-
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quently necessary to process the product from the magnetic drum through a 

nuggetizer in order to increase its bulk density and reduce its particle 

size. 

The portion of the stream that was not attracted to the belt contains 

aluminum, copper, glass, dirt and small amounts of organics. Considerable 

research and developmental effort will be needed to fully exploit the poten

tial of this stream. However, it appears that the aluminum content is suf

ficiently high to make recovery economically attractive (3). 

The establishment of viable, non-volatile markets for recycled materials 

can substantially assist in the establishment of economic resource recovery 

plants. Recycled ferrous materials and aluminum is generally considered a 

saleable product (St. Louis, G.C., Allis-Chalmers, American Can, etc.) but 

other non-ferrous metals and paper products are generally unreliable due 

to impurities. Most vendors who supply shredders, conveying, air classifiers, 

etc. for a recycle system do not quote an end-use of glass other than as 

highway fill, highway asphalt mixture, or bricks. 

An exception to the end-use of glass is the Garrett Reserach and 

Development process for a pure, saleable glass. The process uses a linear 

motor to separate aluminum and a froth floatation scheme for obtaining a 

pure glass. The process is being incorporated in the facility being 

built for the Connecticut Resource Recovery Authority in Bridgeport, Conn. 

This process wili also produce a dry-fuel similar to that indicated in 

Table III and the over-all cost to the community is estimate~ to be ap

proximately $3.70 as shown in Table VII (26). The next maximum cost to the 

community is approx·imate1y $9.90 per ton. 



TABLE VII 

SUMMARY OF NET PLANT OPERATING COST FOR 

FRONT-END PROCESSING OF MSW(26) 

(b) 20% moisture 

38 

Basis: (a) 10,000 ton per week 

520,000 ton per year (c) Dry fuel = $1.50 per 
MM BTU 

(d) 1974 Letters of intent for sale of ferrous, non-ferrous, 
and glass products, FOB destination 

(e) 4.8 lb/person/day = 0.88 ton/person/year 

Debt Service at 6% and 20 years 
Utilities 
Labor 
Maintenance and Supplies 
Other 
Disposal of Residuals 
Total cost 

Minimum Revenue 
Net Maximum Cost to Community 

Additional Revenue based on 1974 
Letters of Intent 

Net Potential Cost to Community 

$[TON 
4.32 
3.74 
4.17 
1.24 
2.64 
0.62 

16.73 

6.84 
9.89 

6.18 
3.71 

$/PERSON/YR 
3.78 
3.28 
3.65 
1.09 
2.31 
0.54 

14.66 

5.99 
8.66 

5.41 
3.25 
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Table VII also illustrates the cost of front-end processing person 

per year. The most interesting value the potential cost of $3.25 to $8.66 

per person per year to dispose of MSW and obtain energy. We, the authors, 

view this as the incremental cost to a community and believe that most 

individuals would be willing to pay $3.25 ~ 12 = $0.25 per month extra 

to recliam materials and eliminate sanitary landfills. Most front-end 

costs are similar to these values. 

For Texas, the highly volatile nature of the paper/fiber market may 

ultimately limit recycle of such materials (27). We have discussed these 

problems with Browning-Ferris Industries of Houston. At this time, we 

suspect that legislation may be needed to reduce the burden of recycle 

industries, perhaps, in the form of (1) tax incentives or (2) a recon

sideration of the freight rates charged on recycle materials relative to 

those associated with virgin materials. 

Organic Fraction or Direct Energy Utilization 

There ar·e basically four different schemes which have been proposed to 

utilize the energy available in the organic fraction of municipal waste. 

These are complete combusion, partial oxidation, pyrolysis, and bio

chemical treatment. ~~ith the exception of the latter process~ the others 

differ principally in the amount of air admitted to a reactor. Combustion 

normally uses more than enough air to convert all of the carbon present to 

co2, partial oxidation uses a controlled amount of a~r to produce a low Btu 

synthesis gas, and finally pyrolysis involves heating in the absence of 

air. This latter procedure is used to produce a high Btu gas which may be 

subsequently upgraded to pipeline quality. The pyrolysis conditions may 

also be varied to produce a low grade oil similar to a number six fuel oil. 
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Combustion: Coal + MSW Mixtures 

This first generation of energy from MSW processes emphasize direct 

combustion. The St. Louis project which is a joint effort of Union 

Electric Company, the Environmental Protection Agency, and the City of St. 

Louis is an outstanding example of such a separation sequence. It is 

our opinion at this time that this process has considerable potential for 

transferral to several locations in Texas, assuming solid fuel boilers 

become available within the state. Currently, there are only 2 coal or 

lignite boilers within the state operated by public utilities (28). 

As shown in Figure 2 (16) the front end sequence is typical in that 

the incoming MSW is fed to a conveyor belt which dumps into a hammermill in 

order to shed the material and thereby reduce the average particle size 

to approximately one inch. The organic and inorganic fractions of this 

material are then separated by air classification. The organic fraction 

is then fired to a conventional boiler using pneumatic transport. At 

present the MSW is carrying 10-20 percent of the boiler heat load with 

the remainder being supplied conventionally with pulverized coal. The 

steam produced by this combustion is used to generate electricity using a 

typical turbine generator. 

In order to use the organic fraction of the MSW as boiler fuel, it is 

essential to have ash handling capability at the bottom of the boiler. Un

fortunate-ly, there are not many boilers which have this capability in Texas 

because of the ready avai1ability in the past of natural gas. Utilities 

which have generation stations located near major cities shou1d be encouraged 

to include this capability in a portion of all new boilers. 

The most encouraging aspect of the St. Louis project is that Union 

Electric is sufficiently confident of the economic and technical viability 
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of the project that they have proposed a plant to invest $70 million of 

their money in capital costs for a system capable of handling essentially 

all of the municipal solid waste generated in the metropolitan St. Louis 

region. Under the plan, Union Electric will establish and operate five to 

seven strategically located ~ollection-transfer centers capable of handling 

a total of 2.5 to 3 million tons of waste annually. Refuse will be received 

from private and public haulers at these centers and transferred to closed 

containers for rail shipment to processing facilities at power plants. 

The Union Electric system will encompass the City of St. Louis and 

six adjacent counties in Missouri and Illinois. In a private communication, 

an engineer-analyst associated with the project indicated that the economics 

suggested that MSW could be economically moved 100 miles to the processing 

center (10). Although the dumping fee charge has not been firmly established, 

it was estimated that a fee of $5 would accrue to Union Electric for each 

ton accepted from the City or private haulers. It should be recognized that 

the regional collection centers will allow the city significant savings in 

transportation costs due to the decrease in distance of the average haul and 

increased efficiency of the pickup crews. 

The commitment by Union Electric is contingent upon the establishment 

of realistic environmental regulations fer refuse burning boilers &nd the 

as.surance of a supply of solid waste for a duration that will justify the 

required capital investment. The fir·st restriction points out a problem in 

MSW combustion, in that boilers which are fired with coal-MSW mixtures have 

difficulty meeting current EPA stack gas emission standards vlith regard to 

parti cul a.tes. 



Another significant problem with the firing of MSW has been with 

boiler-tube r.orrosion due to sulfates or chlorides attacking on the 
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fire side of the tubes (16). Union Electric is aware of this problem and 

has installed several probes to attempt to measure the corrosion rate. 

However, when questioned in detail, it was obvious that the company rea·ily 

had little or no program underway to try to assess the magnitude or to 

develop possible solutions to this problem. One of the recommendations 

of this report is to begin research on the kinetics and stack gas com

positions associated with the combustion of coal-MSW mixtures. Our review 

of the 1iterature has not yielded any studies of this type with respect tn 

such mixtures. An interim report on this potential is given in Appendix III. 

Combustion: Incineration of MSW with Heat Recovery 

Incineration of MSW with heat recovery is probably the most advanced 

technology for solid waste because this technology has been in use in 

Europe for the last 20-25 years. There are, however, operating problems 

which require serious attention before implementation is considered. As 

suggested above, corrosion ~s a key problem and is summarized in Appendix 

III. The discussion given below outlines other problems and gives some 

estimates of the cost of incineration. 

One 0f the major sites for incineration with heat recovery is the 

Saugus Plant, RESCO North Shore Facility, being designed to supply 890 

psig, 875°F steam to a General Electric plant. Approximately, 1200 tons 

per day of MSW will be processed to generate 185,000 lb steam per hour. 

Energy recovery for the plant is estimated to be 70% (thermal efficiency). 

The refuse will be collected from 15-20 cities within a 10-15 mile radius 

(7 ~ 29). 
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Operating cost of the plant without the energy credit or any metal 

recovery is expected to be $22-25/ton; this value includes debt reduction 

of $30 MM over a 15-year period. Such a cost depends upon volume; operating 

costs without allowances generally range from $30/ton to $11/ton as the 

scale of plant changes from 500 ton/day to 4000 ton/day, respectively. 

With the steam or energy credit, this plant is expected to require a $10-

$12/ton dumping fee (dump fee is the cost any city must pay the plant; 

this fee is a bargin in the Northeast where costs can run as high as $50/ 

ton) and the cost over the above volume range is $30 per ton to $1/ton (7). 

The plant will employ 50 personnel including 4 administrative positions. 

Engineering support will be supplied by the engineering contractor. These 

costs, efficiencies, and personnel requirements reflect the general economics 

of most any incineration-heat recovery process (7). The values appear to be 

high compared to the costs given earlier for materials recovery alone as 

cited in Table VII; however, adding the revenue included in Table VII for 

materials recovery, the net dumping charge for this facility could be as 

·1m" as $2-4/ton. vJe note that the RESCO facility engineering contractor 

does not think materials recovery is economical and does not plan to in

stall such facilities initially. 

Our discussions with the engineering contractor (Rust Engineering, 7) 

indicate that the site should not be compared to the usual European facility. 

Fat' examp.le, in Paris a similar sized plant employs an additional ~5 ad

ministrative personnel. Furthermore, most European plants are operated with 

less stringent demands, compared to General Electric's needs. General 

Electric's demand is for their turbine fabricating facilities and there

quired steam will be purchased instead of rep1acing old, obsolete boilers. 
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During one European visit, the plant, operating with 4, 200 tpd units, had 

3 units down at one time and maintenance was only scheduled during the day 

shift. One European plant does appear to operate with demand and 5-7% is 

the demonstrated downtime (La Zahn, Switzerland). 

The heart of the RESCO facility includes two, 750 tpd (design) Von Ro11 

incinerators. These units are two times the size of any other plants. It 

should be noted that multiple units are normally built instead of a single 

train plant. The multiplicity o.ppears to be needed to insure continuous 

processing during individual unit turn-arounds and to smooth-out production 

in spite of the MSW variability. Only 10-12% of the MSW is shredded for 

feed to the plant. Shredding will be accomplished with a 1000 HP (40 HPhr/ 

ton) hammermil1, which can probably handle most anything. MSW is brought 

to the site, weighed, and dumped immediately into a trough capable of ho1ding 

5.6 days capacity. Odor problems win be minimized by drawing combustion 

air-through the dumping doors. It should be noted that many European incin

erators ar·e located in or near 11 respectable 11 residence areas. Problems 

with fires during storage are expected to be minimal. All MSW will be moved 

to the feed chute using overhead cranes. Bulky items win be shredded at 

the operator 1 s discretion. Even if bulky items enter the combustion chamber, 

no problems are expected due to the size of the units. 

Residt~nce time in the combustors wi11 range form 30-43 minutes. depending 

upon throughout. The MSW enters the combustion chamber through ~ chute with 

a MSW seal and drops onto a reciprocating grate. Four inclined grates are 

used with a 3-4 foot drop between each one. The drop is incorporated to break

up clinkers and thick combustibles (e.g., telephone books, logs. cushions). 

Heated air is blown up thru the grates with secondary air admitted at a high 
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velocity to insure intimate mixing and complete combustion. The ash is 

finally dumped onto a conveyor under a water seal where it is quenched. 

T'!!O conveyors are provided to insure continuous operation. 

Combustion gases at 1600 °F rise to the superheaters, economizers, 

and through electrostatic precipitators and vents. Water-walls are em·" 

ployed before the superheater and are coated with Silicone Carbide. 

Current water walls do not start at the grate but will in nev-1 designs. 

Refractory walls an~ 12-llJY thick near the grates and 6-8 11 in the superheater. 

The superheater consists of vertically hung tubes which are con

tinuously cleaned using a 11 rapper 11
• The rapper is simply a hammer which 

knocks off scale approximately '1/2 11 thick but still leaves a thin pro~ 

tective coating to n1inimize corrosion. Operating time between turnarounds 

to remove sea ·1 e and rep 1 ace tubes has been increased from 3 months to 1 

year with these rappers. 

An attractive alternative to steam production alone is the develop

ment of a central heating and cooling plant similar to that being built 

in Nashville, Tenn. This plant (30) employs a conventional incinerator 

for combustion of MSW but also incorporates a natural gas burner. The 

plant ~conomics are based upon supplying a central source of heating and 

c:F.)1fng to downtown Nashv·ille; the bcineration or combustion of r1SW W('j.S 

chosen for an auxilary -Fuel. The technology is clearly not new but the 

concept is; however, we must. again, express reservations on corrosion 

problems. The major problem noted in detailed discussions (31) is control 

of particulates as noted for the St. Louis project. 

The key econo~ical factor in this process is that the dumping fee 

charged to the city is zero. A 11 operating costs are charged to the customer. 
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Even with the cost involved, old buildings are expected to save 15-25% 

of their normal heating/cooling bills and new buildings will save 25% or 

more. For the plant itself, cooling or chilled water revenues account for 

approximately 60% of the total. This result comes about because most major 

buildings require cooling Ell year and chilled water or cooling can be 

sold for four (4) times the cost of electricity ($4/ton•hr). The facility 

can serve that part of the community within a three mile radius~ the gen

etal limit for centra'] heating and cooling plants. A summary of this 

facility is given in Appendix IV. 
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P,lroly?_i.~.and Parti_al_ Ox}dation 

Since most of the boilers currently in use in Texas do not have 

<:1.sh ho.nd1 ing capabil Hy, new faci1 ities or an option other than that 

proposed for the St. Louis metroplex will be needed. What is called 

'
1the second ger:er:J.tion 11 of waste processing systems will be able to 

fill this need in an environmentally acceptable manner (24). In gen

e:·a 1 , these p·ocesses gasify the refuse ·in the absence of or· reduced 

air to produce an oil or gas product or a fuel burnable in a con

ventiona·l boner. By inc1uding the intermediate gas producing step 

prior to combustion~ the options of gas cleanup and particulate removal 

become aval·lable. In contrast to the St. Louis project, this permits 

the total MSW-to-energy conversion sequence to be in compliance with 

existing EPA stack gas emission standards. It also should eli~inate 

boiler tube corrosion problems by removing the attacking gas consti

tuents, Of course, the intermediate processing will incur additional 

costs~ but exa.ct economic comparisons are not yet available. 

rwo such processes have been developed for municipal solid waste 

dnd agricultural solid waste. These are discussed below. The reader 

shcu1d keep 'n il:ind that either, or a combination of the two, feedstocks 

could be !Jtilized i~ either c~e of the two processes. Such technology 

rl<'t:s not, hov:evm·, exist other than exploratory studies (11, 36). 

fL P_~_rtt~.J._pxidation of Agric(.lltrua1 So'Jid Waste 

Data with regard to the generation rates, compositions, and energy 

content of solid v1astes are very difficult to obtain. The Texas De

partment of Agriculture was contacted but no significant waste gen-
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eration data are contained in their reports. Several educators have 

reco~mended that a significant survey be undertaken to determine the 

basic data needed to make an assessment of the ener·gy potential of 

the wastes generated by this sect()r. 

Due to their economic importance, the special problems associated 

with the solid residues from cattle feedlots have received special 

attention . An imal ~tastes can lead to po'llution and economic problems 

when they are produced in such high concentrations that they cannot be 

readily assimilated by the surrounding ecosystem. Such situations 

frequently exist where large numbers of animals are fed in confinement. 

In Texas about 2.3 million tons of dry manure must be disposed of or 

recyc led f rom confined cattle feeding operations. Approximately 97 

percent of these wastes are produced in only 225 feedlots (22) . 

The development of a concentrated cattle feeding industry has been 

a rather recent development on the High Plains of Texas. During the 

period 1966- 1971 the fed cattle production in this area increased by 

almost a factor of four from 1.1 to 4.3 million head (32). In the 

Hereford-Dimmitt area, there is a one-time capacity for over 600,000 

cattle within a circle of radius 15 miles. This high concentrati on of 

feedlot cattle anows disposal schemes to be considered which would 

not be feasible at lower cattle densities . 

Thermochemical cal culations have been made to assess the feasibility 

of producing natura l gas, oil, and anhydrous ammonia from cattle 

feedlot manure (11). Due to its consistency with t he local economy and 

the lack of a requirement for an oxygen plant, the anhydrous ammonia 

option was deemed to have the most potential. To this end, a sustained 
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research effort (33, 34) has been underway to develop the data base 

needed to assess the economic v"abil i ty of this option of energy re

covery from solid waste. 

Al. Compositional Data 

Before any detai l ed process analysis can be conducted, it i s 

essential to know t he chemical compositi on of a typical feed lot 

manure. Although ·twil l be a function of the practices of the 

feedlot operator , i t is not unusual for a ot to be cleaned only 

about every 120 days i n West Texas. Due to the arid ity of the local 

cliamte, the moisture content of the manure can frequently be as ow 

as 15 percent. Th i s is a very important parameter with regard to 

chemical processi ng because of the large energy requirement to vaporize 

substantial amounts of water. 

As indicated i n Tabl e VI, the gross heating value of a typical 

commercial feed at manure ranges in value from 5750 to 6730 BTU/lb (11). 

For comparison, mun ici pal solid waste has approximately 5000 BTU/lb 

while a quality coal would contain about 12,000 BTU/lb . As long as 

the price of energy was very low, there was little incentive to re

cover the energy in this material. However, the energy cris is has 

brought about renewed interest in disposing of municipal solid was t e 

by us i ng it as a fue l . This strong ly suggests that energy recovery from 

manure may also be feasible. 

The chemica compos it" on li sted in Table VI indicates that the 

manure is low in sul fur content but that it is high in ash . The 

latter material may cause serious prob ems w"th electrostatic prec i 

pitators, if a conventional combustion process i s considered. In 
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add'tion, the salts can concentrate in runoff waters and seriously 

retard the growth potent'a l of surrounding lands. 

A2. Conventional Ammonia Technology 

The objective of the current reserach program is to use the 

manure as the major carbon and energy sources for a conventional 

anhydrous ammonia process. In the conventional flow scheme, natura l 

gas is reformed with steam and air to produce a synthesis gas which 

is a mixture of co2, CO, H2 and N2. This gas is then passed through 

a shift converter which uses steam to convert the CO to H2 and co2. 

The co2 is then stripped from this gaseous mixture and the product 

stream which is nearly pure H2 and N2 in a three to one molar ratio 

is sent to the ammonia converter section. In that section a speci al 

catalyst converts the gaseous m'xture into NH3, anhydrous ammonia. 

The function of the natural gas is two-fold, it provides the CO 

and H2 for the synthesis gas and it is used to produce the steam 

needed in the reforming and shift reactions. The objective of the 

proposed process i s to use manure to produce a synthesis gas mixture 

with the char be i ng combusted to produce steam. 

A3. Partial Oxidation Studies 

Tests made in a small two- inch diameter reactor wh ich was fed 

manure , air, and steam indicate that a gaseous mixture could be 

produced which, after reforming, and CO shifting, would lead to a 

gas suitable for ammonia synthesis . A typica gas composition eaving 

the reactor is given in Table VIII. The amount of gas generated per 

pound of manure was found to be a strong function of the mean reactor 

temperature (11, 33). 
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TABLE VIII 

Reactor Effluent Gas Analysis* 

Component Volume Percent 

N2 34.5 

C02 18.7 

co 11 .5 

H2 (by difference) 24.2 

CH4 6.8 

C2H4 3.7 

02 0.6 

* Dry-basis-water not included. 

The fraction of the carbon in the manure that was converted to 

the gas phase ranged up to 50 percent of that fed. Approximately 

15 percent of the carbon did not react and was removed from the 

reactor in the form of char. The remaining fraction of the carbon 

appeared in the form of tarry substances in the condensates. 

The char was approximately 50 percent ash and 50 percent com

bustibles. It has the appearance of granulated charcoa with little 

or no odor. It has a heating value of approximate y 4800 BTU/lb which 

indicates that it should be useful in generating the steam needed for 

reforming. 

Due to the small sca l e of the reaction system. it was almost im

possible to make accurate heat balances. However, assuming that on an 
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as-received basis, manure contained 15 percent moisture and 25 percent 

ash, approximat ely 700 pounds of ammonia could be produced from the 

gases generated from one ton of manure. 

A3. Economi c Considerations 

There are many technically feasible manure conversion schemes 

which are not economically appealing. In order to assess the economic 

feasibi lity of the ammonia convers ion sequence, a preliminary process 

flow sheet was constructed. Due to the smal l scale of the initial 

experiments, there are large uncertainties associated with the pro

jection of this data to a large scale. Nevertheless, such projections 

are essential to deli neate the areas that are worthy of particular 

attention in later studies. 

The sel ling pr i ce of ammonia has increased dramatically due to 

the energy cr i sis and the shortage of natural gas. During the course 

of this investigation, the who l esale price has more than tripled. 

Due to the uncertainties associated with this price, it was decided to 

estimate only the cost of t he manure conversion sequence as shown in 

Figure 3. The down-stream equipment needed to remove the co2 and 

synthesize the ammoni a was not included in the costs. The estimated 

installed cost of the major equipment items and the economic criteria 

used in making the economic evalua tions are li sted in Tables IX and 

X (33, 34). 

As the data in Table IX indicate, the total investment decreased 

substantially as the projected reactor pressure increases. Although 

this i s consistent with l og ic, the influences of reactor pressure will 

be investigated in futu re studies to confirm these calculations. 
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Operating Pressure 
(psia) 30 

Tota 1 ItW2'>tment 

Reactors and 
Feeder Section 

Oesulfurization 
i! n d t~efo rrn i ny* 

Compressors o.r.d 
Boners 

OpGtating Costs 

$31 ,887' 110 

4 s g,n, 5oo 

8.832,730 

18,048,100 

4,446,120 

TABLE IX 

Installed Cost of Major Equipment 

Pen:ent of 
Total 100 

,~~-.~,~-·'"·J-.~ --~__..--~-~,....--~~-~ 

$?2,5?.3,940 

15.5 5,405,/40 

27.8 5,811! 178 

56.7 11 '293 ,408 

3,286,190 

p,~rcent of 
Total 

24.0 

25vB 

50.1 

340 

$14,150,240 

6,013,850 

3~636,610 

4,482,790 

2,592,580 

Percent of 
Total 

42.5 

25.7 

31.6 
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* Does not include catalysts. 
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TABLE X 

~~anomie Criteria 

S~ze (Tons/Day) 

Project Life (Year) 

Depreciation Schedule 

Interest ~ate (Year-End Discount) 

Income -:-c.x 

Fixed Ca.pital Investment 

Maintenance 

Salvage 

Supervision 

Labor 

Payroll 

Plant Overhead 

Working Capital 

Local Taxes 

1000 (Tons Ammonia) 

20 

11 Year Sum-of-Digits 

1 Q%' 14% 

48% 

4.1 of Major Equipment 
Costs 

4% of FCI/Year 

5% of FCI/ 

20% of Labor 

$5/0perating-Man Hour 

25% of Labor plus Sup
ervision 

50% of labor 

5% of FCI 

2~~ of FCI 
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The number of prime interest is the projected cost of synthes·s 

gas production at a 340 psia operating pressure and a discounted cash 

flow rate of 14 percent on the capital investment. This value ranges 

from $11.80 per ton of ammonia produced if the manure is delivered to 

the plant size at zero cost. If it costs $3 .00 per ton to have the 

manure delivered to the plant site, this value increases to $18.39 per 

ton of equivalent ammonia. 

In concl usion, the techni cal and economic feasib ility of manure 

to anhydrous ammonia conversion sequence are appealing on the basis 

obtained from small scale studies. The proposed process requires 

large numbers of cattle in a small area in order to justify a large 

plant while minimizing transportation costs (34). 

Texas has a unique role t o play in the development of animal 

waste resource recovery processes because it feeds approximately one

fourth of the nation's fed cattle and the state has a ful ly developed 

chemical processing industry . The consideration of processing options 

are unavai l able to other parts of the country. The overall objective 

of the reserach program to convert these wastes to valuable resources 

is to improve the economic viability of these to important industries. 

B. Pyrolysis of Municipal Solid Waste 

There are several pyrolysis and partial ox idation processes for 

disposal of MSW (8, 35}, but one of the most attractive for the State 

is the Garrett Reserach and Development Process (G R & D) for pro

ducing an oil product. (36). This process i s attractive for Texas be

cause, as noted previously, there are on1y a few coal-fired utility 

boilers in t he state and a significant pi pel ·ne system exists within 
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the State for transporting different liquid products. The process 

may be described as a true pyrolysis in that no oxygen is utilized 

in converting the MSW to o"1 or gas. Various feedstocks have been 

studied and an oil product can be produced from all; these feedstocks 

include MSW, tree bark, an imal manure, agricultural wastes (rice 

hulls, grass, straw, etc.) ' and rubber tires. Thus, the process may 

be considered to be a general processing scheme for many solid wastes. 

G R & D has esti mated t hat if an oil were produced from all of the 

above sources, 1.6 billi on barrels of oi l could be recovered which 

i s approximately 27.6% of all the oil used for all purposes in the 

U.S. in 1971. A realisti c recovery estimate in this case i s approxi

mate ly 20% or the equivalent of 320,000 mil li on barrels of oil/year 

for the nation. Simil ar values should be expected Texas or even 

higher due to the concentrati on of agricultural industry. Most of 

G R & D's work has been directed towards MSW and this is discussed 

below. 

A schematic diagram of this pyrolysis process is shown in Figure 

4 {36); note that the enti re process includes front-end processing 

with material s recovery. Also produced is the organic fraction of 

MSW which i s dried (3% moisture) and ground to feed to t he pyrolysis 

reactor (20 mesh, 5-10 lb/ft 3). From the reactor, gas, oil, and char 

products are obtained. All products could, of course, be sold, but 

it is expected that char and gas w"11 be reused internally to supply 

heat for the endothermi c pryclysi s reaction. The char, if sold, could 

probably be used as an activated carbon f or adsorption purposes. The 

key or new technology i n the process is the reactor (26). 
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In the reactor, smal l MSW particles are brought rapidly up to 

temperature by a proprietary heat exchange system. The particles then 

proceed through the reactor for reaction to the extent desired. Li quid 

products are obta ined if reaction temperature is maintained at approxi

mately 480°C (900°F) whereas gas-fuel i s obtained by increasing reaction 

temperature to approximately 760°C (1 400 °F). Little information is 

avai l able on the reactor, but the design probably ·ncludes a residence 

t ime for the reaction between 3-10 seconds. 

The basic development reactor module is a 30 foot high structure 

wh ich will not be increased in size for large commerc ial units (26). 

Thus, assuming the react i on residence time and velocity must remain 

essentiall y constant t o obtain a g·ven product, it seems clear that 

mu ltipl e reactor units would be required for a 500-1000 ton per unit 

to prevent reactor diameter (pilot plant = 6 inches) from exceeding 

materials strength restrictions at the operating temperature (480-

7800C). 

Corros i on problems with MSW are thought to be minimal in this 

process·ng sc heme because chlorides are converted to methyl chloride 

(B .P. = 40°C) which exits with the gaseous products. One potential 

process probl em is in mainta in ing constant feed conditions (flow, 

pressure, solids content) . Unless the reactor feed i s maintained at 

prec i se conditions, heat transfer and , hence, reaction temperature and 

products, wi ll be highly variable. 

Data for accurate economi c assessments and identification potential 

problems will become ava ilable after a 150 t on per day demonstration 

plant is built in San Diego, Calif. The cost of t hi s plant i s approxi

mately 6.3 MM ($42,000/daily ton) wh ich ·s high , but compares favorably 
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to other full-sca le processes; the economy of scale and firm design 

plans shoul d reduce this cost t o the expected range of $15,000-20,000/ 

daily ton for 500 ton per day pl ants or greater. 

Tables XI and XII give typical properties for the pyrolytic gas 

and oil produced from this process (36). With a heat content of 770 

Btu/ft3, the gas may be considered a l ow Btu gas. The oi l product, which 

has generated the most interest at this time, has been tested by an 

independent firm (Combustion Engineering) in pilot-scale laboratory 

experiments . The results indicated that the oil or blends with No. 6 

fuel 11 can be successfully burned in a utility boiler 11
• Ignition stability 

of the oil and its blends with No. 6 oil were equival ent to that for 

No . 6 oil alone. St ack emissions of unburned carbon were negigible when 

~ 2% excess oxygen was amintained. 

This pyrolytic fuel oil does have two deficiencies with regard to 

materia l s handling and transportation. First of al l , the oil is 

thermally unstable above 200°F and will polymerize if held at this 

temperature (high oxygen content suggests this behavior) for an extended 

time (1 day? 4 days?). The oil is also somewhat corrosive to mild 

steel at 200°F but no attack on 304 or 316 stainless steel has been 

noted. It should al so be noted that the oil is not miscible with 

hydrocarbons (< 10% by weight) and 50% of the product cannot be dis

ti 11 ed. 

Of t he product formed from var·ious solid wastes, oil from grass 

straw and rice hu ls was equival ent to that of the MSW ; oil from tree 

bark also appears to be comparable; and oil from cow manure has 

approximately 10% lower oxygen content and 1000 Btu/lb higher calorific 



TABLE XI 

COMPOSITION OF GAS PRODUCED BY PYROLYSIS OF MSW (36) 

Component 

H2 
CH4 
co 
C02 
c2 hydrocarbons 
c3-c7 hydrocarbons 

Calorific value (calc.) 

% by Volume 

16.7 

15.4 

17.9 

23.1 

22.2 

4.7 

770 Btu/ft3 

Note: The MSW processed was dry and free of inorganics. 
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TABLE XII 

TYPICAL PROPERTIES OF PYROLYTIC OIL {36) 

Carbon, wt.% 
Hydrogen 
Sulfur 
Chlorine 
Ash 
Nitrogen 
Oxygen 
Btu/pound 
Sp.Gr. 
Lb/gallon 
Btu/gallon 
Pour point °F 
Flash point °F 
Viscosity SSU @ 190°F 
Pumping temperature oF 
Atomization temperature °F 

No. 6 
Fuel Oil 

85.7 

10.5 

0.5 - 3.5 

) 
) 

< 0.5 

2.0 

18,200 

0.98 

8.18 

148,840 

65 - 85 

150 

90 - 250 

115 

220 

Pyrolytic Oil 

57.5 

7.6 

0.1 - 0.3 

0.3 

0.2 - 0.4 

0.9 
33.4 

10,500 

1. 30 

10.85 

113,910 

65 - 90 

133 

1,000 

160 

240 
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value. Nitrogen content of the manure oil was 5-7% by weight, and NOx 

emissions are expected to be high. 

In summary, this pyrolytic process would appear to be adaptable 

to a wide range of solid wastes. When combined with the partial oxidation 

process discussed previously, this technology would appear to be an 

attractive alternative to combustion for the State. 

Biochemical Processing 

Biochemical processing or the utilization of microorganisms is 

another alternative for energy recovery from solid waste. Two basic 

schemes exist: one to produce an edible protein (39) and one to pro

duce a methane gas (40,41). The latter process utilizes known tech

nology of anerobic digestion and will not be discussed further, ex

cept for economics. 

For methane generation, the direct cost of digestion has been 

estimated at $4.75 per MM Btu (40). At this cost, digestion does 

not appear to be competative with other processes. A major portion 

of this cost is gas purification. Elimination of this cost may 

make digestion economical. One way to eliminate the cost of puri

fication is to utilize an existing purification plant such as a 

co2 manufacturer. Such an arrangement has been proposed in Chicago, 

Ill., to possibly yield a competitive gas at $1.50/MM Btu (41). 

For production of proteins, the LSU process (9, 39) appears 

to have been developed to the highest degree; however, this process 

is still in the first pilot plant stage. One of the keys to this 

technology is pre-treatment of the cellulosic solid wastes with alkali. 

The alkali apparently exposes the cellulose substrate to attack by the 

microorganism. Projected cost of this product is $0.14-0.20 per pound 
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protein which is similar to that for soybean protein (1970 costs; 

39). These costs are the projected values for sugar cane bagasse, 

but not information is yet available on municipal solid wastes. 

The process for MSW would appear to be attractive enough to warrent 

the financial support a major engineering firm (42). A process 

utilizing mesquite wood for production of a cattle feed has been 

proposed for Texas (43). 

In general, we conclude that biochemical processing for energy 

recovery has not been developed to the degree necessary for serious 

consideration at this time. The various schemes do, however, offer 

some attractive alternatives which may prove fruitful within the 

next ten-fifteen years. 
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ECONOMICS OF ENERGY RECOVERY FROM SOLID WASTE 

Most of the cited economic evaluations cited in the preceding material 

agree generally with the cost analysis proposed by Abert, et ~·· (15). 

This article also proposes a simplified accounting method which should be 

useful in making a cost analysis of a specific process for a given locality. 

For these reasons this article is included in Appendix V. 

In their article, Abert, et ~., (15) estimate that materials recovery 

alone will require a dump fee of approximately $8/ton for a relatively small 

500 ton per day plant. This dump fee is the net charge to a community and 

is that cost required to provide a 15% operating profit to a private enter

prise and retire capital investments debts (20 years buildings; 7 years 

equipment at 8% simple interest). This value should be compared to the 

maximum $8.66/ton value cited in Table VII. For energy recovery alone, 

the estimated dump fee would be $7.56/ton (Figure 5, Appendix V; Add 

$562,000 + $618,000 and divide by 156,000 ton). This value is between the 

$4-5/ton for the St. Louis project and the $11/ton estimated for the RESCO 

North Shore Facility cited previously. The differences reflect differences 

in volume, assumed selling prices, and location. 

The investment cost cited by Abert, et ~ .• of approximately $2.5 MM 

for a 500 ton per day plant would appear to be low compared to current 

commercial estimates of $15,000-$20,000 per daily ton at the 1000-4000 ton 

per day level (8, 26, 7), i.e., $15,000 per ton per day times 500 ton per 

day= $7,500,000 capital investment. Another consideration is volume. 

The proposed St. Louis project by Union Electric has an estimated capital 

investment of $70,000,000/8000 daily ton = $8750/daily ton (10). This single 

project is equivalent to 20% of the total MSW realistically available 
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within the entire State of Texas. These differences must be kept in mind 

while reviewing the article and the estimates given below. 

Recognizing the danger in projecting costs, one may project that the 

net dump charge to a municipality for a combined energy and materials re

covery plant will be $4-6 per ton for 500 to 3000 ton per day plants due to 

the availability and cost of both energy and materials. Such a value is con

sistent with the St. Louis project (15) and the materials recovery plant 

currently proposed by Garrett Reserach and Development (26) and would pro

bably be approached by the North Shore Facility (7) if materials recovery 

were included. 

If so, this $4-6 per ton is a small incremental cost for disposal of 

solid wastes. For example, the cost to a typical family of four in Texas 

would only be $9-13 per year above their normal collection bill. This value 

was calculated assuming 60% of the MSW generated is residential, i.e., 

(0.6) (4.8) = 3.0 lb/person-day = 0.55 ton per person year; 4 x 0.55 x $4 = 

$8.80/per year, 4 x 0.55 x $6 = $13.20 per year; or $0.75-$1.10 per month. 

The cost to commercial establishments would be pro-rated depending upon 

volume. It should be noted that many cities do not pro-rate commercial 

users. Instead, collection-disposal costs are charged on a customer or per 

stop basis. 

The investment is such facilities can be significant. Assuming the 

realistic energy potential for Texas to be as estimated, 1.4 x 1014 Btu/yr 

for 1985, the projected capital investment rates from $575 MM to $1,207 MM 

depending upon the rate of inflation and volume; these calculations are 

as follows: 



1.4 x 1014 BTU lb ton 
YR 5000 BTU 2000 lb 

= 38,356 ton per day 

@ $15,000/daily ton, Investment = 38,356 x 15,000 

= $575 MM 

@ $20,000/daily ton, Investment = $767 MM 

@ 7% inflation, $15,000/daily ton; (1.07) 11 = 2.104 

or 15,000 x 2,104 = $31,560/daily ton 

Investment= $1,207 MM 
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More detailed estimates could, of course, be made but such cost pro

jections do not seem warrented at this time. It is clear, however, that the 

Texas should be prepared to invest approximately 3/4 of a billion dollars, 

if energy from solid waste is considered to be a worthy goal. We conclude 

that such investment is justified to help make the State and Nation self-

sufficient and solve our solid waste disposal problems. The incremental 

cost to a Texan family, as indicated above, is small enough to not penalize 

any social-economic group. Since solid waste generation rates can be cor

related with income or level of economic development (6, 23), such in

cremental costs could also be pro-rated to residences to reduce the impact 

on the lower income groups. 
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LEGAL PROBLEMS AND LEGISLATIVE REQUIREMENTS 

To assist in determining operational problems in the solid waste dis

posal area, comments have been solicited from leading resource recovery 

system designers and marketers such as Browning-Ferris Industries, Dow, 

Allis-Chalmers, Combustion Engineering Associates, and the Resource Re

covery Division of the Environmental Protection Agency. The most fre

quent comment has been that before significant resource recovery ventures 

can be organized, the current laws will have to be enforced. The fact that 

more than 70 percent of the landfills have not been in compliance is evi

denced by the Texas State Department of Health survey shown in Table XIII. 

Several sources suggested that as long as the state does not enforce the 

law in this area there will be little incentive to develop improved re

source recovery procedures. 

Resource recovery center operators would also have minor problems in 

complying with "Municipal Solid Wastes Rules, Standards, and Regulations" 

published by the Texas State Board of Health. In particular articles D-1.6 

which indicates that MSW may not be stored more that 24 hours awaiting pro

cessing and D-2l.b which requires that the plant stop receiving MSW if a 

mechanical breakdown occurs should be revised. We conclude that these 

articles may be unnecessarily restrictive, especially when current tech

nology is considered. For example, the RESCO North Shore Facility being con

structed at Saugus, Mass., has storage capacity of 2.3 days for steam gen

eration in an incinerator. The process is consistent with proven European 

technology (13). 

A final question in this area concerns the establishment of a resource 

structure within Texas. We conclude that such an organization is needed 



TABLE XIII 

Texas State Department of Health 

Status - Solid Waste Disposal Sites in Texas 

May 1, 1973 

I. Status of Sites as to Category and Compliance with State Rules and 
Regulations: 

Categor~ ComQliance Non-ComQliance Undetermined Total 

A. I 

B. II 

c. III 

D. IV 

TOTAL 

175 584 

11 23 

12 44 

69 87 

267 738 

7 766 

1 

8 

34 

56 

157 

1 '013 

II. Number of Identified Sites by Type of Operation 

A. Type I 251 

B. Type II 42 

c. Type III 42 

D. Type IV 271 

E. Dump 398 

F. Undetermined 9 

TOTAL 1,013 

III. Status of Solid Waste Disposal Site Inspections: 

A. Sites inspected May 72 - Apirl 73 - 423 

B. Sites inspected May 71 - April 72 - 433 

c. Sites not inspected since 1969 - 251 
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for the guidelines stated in establishing a Resource Recovery Authority 

(RRA) in Connecticut (37). Specifically, a knowledgeable branch of the 

government is needed because resource recovery 

a. relies on sales of product on the open market for revenue; thus, 

skills are needed to insure that these markets do indeed exist 

before a venture is contracted at the local level. 

b. uses sophisticated technology that is rapidly evolving; thus, 

a central pool of technical expertise is required to assist a 

local government in selecting a process and/or operating an 

efficient process to reduce direct engineering costs. 

c. is highly capital intensive; thus, significant state matching 

funds will be required and, to be spent wisely, these funds 

must be obtained at the lowest cost and manaqed bv knowledaeable 

individuals. 

d. requires rapid decisions and involves significant regulation to 

meet environmental standards; thus, skilled personnel must be 

available to local governments to assist in achieving needed 

economic solutions to solid waste disposal problems and insuring 

all environmental standards are met. Quick action may be 

needed when existing facilities are shut-down for non-compliance 

reasons and existing departments may not have the flexible cap

ability needed (37). 

In addition, it should be noted that some private companies will not sub

mit a proposal unless the markets, financing, and necessary decision 

authority already exist. This attitude has been adopted because many localities 

were requesting proposals without any real knowledge of the business other 

than 11 it sure would be nice to sell our garbage 11
• 
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The Connecticut RRA employs a staff of 30 for general administration 

and planning. It has authority to borrow by issuing bonds and notes (with 

approval of the State Treasurer), to charge fees for services, to receive 

revenue from any source, and to make loans to municipalities and is exempt 

from taxes. The RRA may also select locations, select types of projects, 

acquire land, design projects, own and operate projects (this is generally 

contracted to a private firm), and sell any or part of a project. The 

relationship with local municipalities is largely by contractural arrange

ments. Finally the Connecticut RRA also has authorization to issue 

contracts for designs, construction, and management of resource recovery 

projects (37). 

Thus, the Connecticut RRA essentially has control over all resource 

recovery within the State. This is certainly feasible within a small 

state with similar geographic restrictions. Within Texas, it may, how

ever, be desirable to establish a regional authorities to provide regional 

expertise for the diverse geographic and needs within the State. At the 

very least, we suspect that a division for rural and urban areas will be 

needed. 
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STATEMENT TO THE PROGRAM COMMITTEE ON NEW TECHNOLOGY 

OF THE GOVERNOR'S ENERGY ADVISORY COUNCIL 

A. E. Dukler, Chairman 

Prepared by 

James E. Halligan 

Texas Tech University 
Lubbock, Texas 

January 4, 1974 

Chairman Dukler and Members of the Committee: Thank you for pro

viding me with the opportunity to appear before you to present my views 

concerning solid waste use for energy generation and conservation. 

The recent drastic change in the price of energy from approximately 

$0.15 to $1.00 per million BTU's present both a challenge and an oppor

tunity to our society. In the past, many processes to recycle a portion 

of, or to recover the energy from solid wastes have met with limited 

financial success due in part to the artificially low price for energy. 

Although it is generally recognized that it is highly desirable to 

increase the fraction of our nation's resources that are recycled, at 

the outset that we must recognize that this is a difficult problem which 

will require considerable time and patience to solve. However, in order 

to avert a future crisis concerning the availability of virgin resources 

or the disposal of mountains of garbage, we must begin now to efficiently 

utilize this presently wasted resource. 



Slide 1 

SOLID WASTE GENERATION RATES 

I. AGRICULTURAL; U.S.A. - 2 BILLION TONS ANNUALLY 

RELATIVELY DIFFUSE - HOMOGENEOUS 

3 MILLION TONS OF CATTLE FEEDLOT MANURE PRODUCED 

ANNUALLY ON THE HIGH PLAINS OF TEXAS 

CALORIC VALUE - 6,000 BTUILB 

II. MUNICIPAL-INDUSTRIAL - 0.36 BILLION TONS ANNUALLY 

RELATIVELY LOCALIZED - HETEROGENEOUS 

800,000 TONS PER YEAR COLLECTED IN DALLAS 

4.8 LBS/PERSON-DAY; CALORIC VALUE - 4000 BTUfLB 
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SOLID WASTE PROBLEMS AND POTENTIALS 

PARIS GENERATES 30% OF ITS ELECTRICAL POWER BY INCINERAT

ING GARBAGE. 

THE AI & Sl ESTIMATES THAT $4.5 BILLION SPENT TO BURY 

$5 BILLION WORTH OF METALS. 

METAL CANS MAKE UP APPROXIMATELY 5% OF THE SOLID WASTE. 

MAGNETIC SEPARATION WILL INCREASE LAND FILL LIFE BY 25%. 

ONE IN FOUR DISPOSAL SITES IN THE STATE OF TEXAS ARE 

CURRENTLY IN COMPLIANCE WITH STATE REGULATIONS. ENERGY 

RECOVERY WOULD REDUCE THIS HAZARD AS WELL AS THE LAND FILL 

REQUIREMENTS. 
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The products which are classified as solid wastes cover a spectrum 

of materials but they originate as a result of two distinctly different 

types of activities, namely, those associated with agriculture and those 

associated with municipal-industrial activities. In terms of tons pro

duced, the national yearly production rate of solid wastes in the cities 

is approximately 0.36 billion tons while that produced as a result of 

agricultural operations amounts to over 2 billion tons. 

When viewed as a resource, each of these general types of waste 

feedstocks have some unique advantages. Our research group at Texas Tech 

has had an on-going research project to develop useful products from 

cattle feedlot manure for many years. Research supported by the Pioneer 

Natural Gas Company, The Texas Cattle Feeders Association, and the 

Environmental Protection Agency has demonstrated the small-scale feasibility 

of using feedlot manure as a carbon and energy source to produce anhydrous 

ammonia. These firms provided initial support, and have been sufficiently 

confident of the first phase results to invest additional funds to support 

a second phase study at a larger scale. Future plans call for a tons-per-day 

plant to be built within the next two years and we remain optimistic con

cerning the success of this project. 

It is the opinion of our research group that our results are applicable 

to a variety of agricultural solid wastes and that many of these wastes can 

be used as carbon and energy sources to produce synthesis gas, a basic 

building material in the petrochemical industry. With this in mind, our 

group has initiated studies to determine the reaction products when sawdust 

is fed to our reactor system. The eventual research objective is to 
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RESOURCE RECOVERY PROCESSES 

PETROCHEMICAL FEEDSTOCKS 

1. ANHYDROUS AMMONIA FROM CATTLE FEEDLOT MANURE 

2, FUEL OIL FROM MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTES 

PowER GENERATION 

1, STEAM FROM INCINERATION 

2. POWER GAS FROM PYROLYSIS 

MATERIAL RECOVERY 

1. FERROUS MATERIALS BY MAGNETIC SEPARATION 

2, FIBROUS MATERIALS BY SKIMMING 
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conduct similar investigations for many of the large-scale agricultural 

wastes found in Texas. 

When considering agricultural wastes, there is one central problem 

that comes to mind: that the sources of possible waste feedstock are 

frequently small and dispersed. ~owever, the scale and concentration of 

agricultural operations in Texas is constantly increasing, and this tends 

to ameloriate this problem. Our calculations indicate that in the 

Hereford-Dimmitt area of Texas the feedlots within a circle of radius 

fifteen miles could support a conventionally sized ammonia plant. If 

the manure-to-synthesis gas technology were well established, this would 

probably accentuate a further concentration of the cattle feedlot industry 

due to the availability of an economically appealing solid-waste disposal 

technique. 

Unlike those within the agricultural sector, the solid wastes 

generated by the municipal-industrial sector of our society have one very 

undesirable trait, heterogeneity. However, thse materials should still 

be viewed as a wasted resource within our society. Some obvious side 

benefits to a resource recovery program are the recycle of valuable metals, 

reduced landfill requirements, and minimization of health problems. This 

latter point can be underscored by noting that in a recent survey only 

about one in every four disposal sites in Texas was in compliance with 

State regulations. With regard to the recycle of metals, making 1,000 

tons of steel reinforcing bars from scrap instead of from virgin ore takes 

74 percent less energy and 51 percent less water, creates 86 percent less 

air pollution emissions, and generates 97 percent less mining wastes. 
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ANHYDROUS AMMONIA PRODUCTION 

1. SMALL SCALE REACTOR SYSTEM OPERATED AT TEXAS TECH 

2. SIGNIFICANT EXTERNAL REVIEW AND SUPPORT 

3, THERMALLY-BALANCED, CONVENTIONALLY-SIZED PLANT CAN 

BE OPERATED IN SEVERAL LOCATIONS IN TEXAS 

4. LARGER SCALE REACTOR SYSTEM BEING CONSTRUCTED 
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OIL PRODUCTION FROM MSW 

1, 200 TON PER DAY DEMONSTRATION PLANT SCHEDULED TO BE 

OPERATIONAL BY NOVEMBER, 1974 

2. PROJECTED YIELDS PER TON OF REFUSE: 

1 BARREL OF FUEL OIL (2/3 H,V, OF #6 F.O,) 

140 LBS OF FERROUS METALS 

120 LBS OF GLASS 

3, PROJECTED NET COSTS - $6 PER TON 

$4 MM INVESTMENT FOR A 200 TID PLANT 
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In the final analysis however, the best way to insure that efficient 

solid waste resource recovery procedures are implemented is to make them 

economically attractive. Previous process development experience also 

suggests that any good process will exploit some local advantage. With 

this in mind, the process of the Garrett Research and Development 

Corporation being developed with the help of an Environmental Protection 

Agency grant at El Cajon, California, which converts municipal solid 

waste to oil, assumes particular importance. This process is designed to 

produce approximately 250 pounds of oil, 140 pounds of ferrous metal, and 

120 pounds of glass from one ton of refuse. Present plans call for a 

tons-per-day demonstration plant to be built in the near future. 

Due to the importance of the petrochemical industry to the local 

economy, I feel that the State of Texas should carefully monitor this pro

ject with the objective of transferring this technology to a suitable 

Texas 'location as soon as the feasibility is reasonably assured. It should 

be anticipated that some modifications may be needed to adapt this process 

to the local situation. 

There is another encouraging process development with respect to the 

utilization of the energy contained in solid wastes, namely, the St. Louis 

incinerator project. As many of the committee may know, the Europeans have 

been producing power by incinerating municipal solid waste for some time. 

The city of Paris generates 30 percent of its electrical requirements by 

this method. A recent conversation with Mr. Robert Lowe of the EPA indicates 

that they are very optimistic concerning the future applicability of this 
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POWER GENERATION FROM MSW 

1, Sr, LOUIS DEMONSTRATION IN SECOND PHASE, 20% OF 

BOILER HEAT LOAD BEING SUPPLIED BY MSW (150 TONS 

PER DAY), EACH TON OF REFUSE GENERATES ABOUT 

1000 KILOWATT HOURS OF ELECTRICITY, 

2. METALS BEING RECOVERED BY MAGNETIC SEPARATION, 

3. GROSS OPERATING COSTS ARE $8 - $11 PER TON OF MSW. 
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POWER GAS FROM PYROLYSIS 

1, BALTIMORE, Mo. 1000 TON PER DAY PYROLYSIS OF MSW 

TO FUEL GAS DEMONSTRATION BEING CONSTRUCTED, 

2, ROTARY KILN - OFF THE SHELF TECHNOLOGY, $6,15 PER 

TON NET COST (STEAM, GLASS, METAL CREDITED), 

$16 MM INVESTMENT FOR A 1000 TID PLANT, 

3, METALS RECOVERED BY MAGNETIC SEPARATION, 

11 
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process to other locations. Engineering representatives from 30 cities 

have visited St. Louis to review the project to date. Current gross 

operating costs are quite high, $8 - $11 per ton of MSW processed, but 

these costs will be reduced by credits for the BTU's conserved and for 

the magnetic separations product reclaimed. This latter product is 

currently being sold for about $20 per ton and comprises approximately 

6 percent of the MSW fed. These data indicate that although the process 

presently has some economic drawbacks, it has sufficient potential that 

the State of Texas should carefully monitor the project and provide 

technical reports to interested parties within the state. 

Finally, under EPA sponsorship, Monsanto's Envirochem Division is 

building a 1,000 ton per day pyrolysis unit in Baltimore, Maryland. 

This unit involves little new technology and is being constructed with 

equipment normally found in the petrochemical industry. The pyrolysis 

gas is fed to an afterburner with the hot gases exiting through a waste 

heat boiler to produce steam. Net costs are still quite high, $6.15 

per ton processed, but the process contains few technological uncertain

ties. No special nozzles or ash handling modifications are required in 

the boiler. 

In summary, I would like to recommend to this committee that it 

support a serious review of current United States and European technology 

with respect to resource recovery from solid wastes. The objective of 

this review would be to provide a current, independent technological 

assessment as well as to recommend appropriate processes and locations 
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COMMENTS 

1. TRULY SOPHISTICATED RESOURCE RECOVERY PROCESSES 

WILL ALWAYS BE DESIGNED TO EXPLOIT LOCATIONAL 

ADVANTAGES. 

13 

2. TEXAS HAS A LARGE PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY AND A 

MASSIVE NETWORK OF PIPELINES. THOSE PROCESSES 

WHICH WOULD PRODUCE PRODUCTS CONSISTENT WITH THIS 

INDUSTRY WOULD BENEFIT FROM A LOCATIONAL ADVANTAGE. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. SUPPORT A SERIOUS REVIEW OF CURRENT U.S, AND 

EUROPEAN TECHNOLOGY WITH RESPECT TO SOLID WASTE 

RESOURCE RECOVERY. 

2. DETERMINE SITES IN TEXAS WHICH WOULD HAVE UNIQUE 

LOCATIONAL ADVANTAGES, 

3, SPECIAL EFFORT TO TRANSFER TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIATED 

WITH CONVERSION TO PETROCHEMICAL FEEDSTOCKS, 

14 



within Texas for implementation and evaluation. In addition, the 

petrochemical industry is so central to the economic welfare of the 

State of Texas that I feel that an on-going review should be made of 

those processes which have the potential of converting agricultural 

and/or municipal-industrial solid wastes to petrochemical feedstocks. 

Most of these processes are still in the testing stages, but their 

importance is so great that they should be closely monitored and 

reported on to be certain that any local advantages, such as the 

existence of a large pipeline network, are fully exploited to the 

advantage of the people of Texas. 

15 

The statement I have prepared has been neither endorsed, denied, 

approved nor rejected by Texas Tech University. Indeed, while copies 

will be furnished to the Texas Tech University Administration, no 

member of the Administration has been asked for comments concerning 

the statement. This statement represents my views and, generally, the 

views of my colleagues who have been working with me on the problems 

associated with solid waste resource recovery at Texas Tech. 
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BACKGROUND: 

The municipal and agricultural wastes of Texas represent two 
significant resources which could help alleviate the energy shortage. 
These resources can be utilized for the production of process gases 
(me·thane, steam, etc.) or converted to petrochemical feedstocks 
(ammonia, ethylene, etc.). As an example of the availability of 
such wasted resources, three counties on the High Plains of Texas 
annually produce 1.2 million tons of cattle feedlot manure which 
contain the energy equivalent of the natural gas required to heat 
120,000 homes annually. The solid refuse produced by a family of 
four Texans (4 tons per year) has the potential of supplying 33% 
of the household's annual heating requirements supplied by the 
natural gas system. 

In light of the current and projected energy deficiency, a 
serious study should therefore be made to 

1. assess the techno:Logy of solid waste conversion 
processes for energy generation or petrochemical 
feedstock production and 

2. de.termine those locations in Texas where such 
conservation processes would be feasible in 
terms of local supply and energy needs. 

Significant energy conservation could also result from magnetic 
separations of some of the metal contained in municipal solid waste, 
e.g., production of steel reinforcing bar from scrap instead of virgin 
ore requires 75 percent less energy. The American Iron and Steel 
Institute estimates that $4.5 billion a year is spent to dispose of 
garbage containing $5 billion wort~ of reusable metals. An additional 
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benefit of a program to utili~e the energy in solid wastes would be 
a significant reduction in both the pollution potential and volume 
of the waste. This would minimize sanitary landfill requirements and 
other disposal problems. 

SCOPE OF WORK: / . r.J ) ·; L ;) {" ••• -I~ 
c .. " t. t• 1rl cu 1/lo~ 

I. a. Summarize municipal~production rate~and classify 

II. 

III. 

waste types for SMSA's in Texas. Choose key locations 
for further analysis. Published data are to be utilized. 

b. Critique waste conversion processes on a national basis 
and assess technology for application to Texas munici
palities. Evaluate various processes for combined 
agricultural and municipal wastes in areas witl1 a low 
population density. Some possible waste combinations 
to be considered are: 

1. Municipal waste-sewage sludge-waste 
polymer (Gulf Coast) 

2. Municipal waste-cotton gin trash (South Texas) 

3. Municipal waste-feedlot manure (West Texas) 

4. Municipal waste-sewage sludge (Metropolitan 
Areas) 

Estimate energy recovery and economics for representative 
locations and processes. 

Recommend key locations and processes for more detailed 
economic analysis. Assess research and development needs 
for more efficient or novel processes which would apply 
specifically to problems within Texas 

INVESTIGATOR: 

Dr. James E. Halligan 
Texas Tech University 
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APPENDIX II 

The calculations given below show how the potential of energy from 

solid waste in Texas was estimated. 

A. Municipal Solid Waste Calculations 

1. Data 

(a) State and national surveys indicate a typical Texan will 

generate 4.8 pound, solid waste per day. 

(b) Energy content of solid waste = 5000 BTU per pound, on the 

average, as received. 

(c) State population= 11, 196, 730 (1970 census) 

(d) One Barrel Oil = 5.6 x 106 BTU 

(e) Population growth in Texas = 3% 

2. Maximum Estimate 

(a) Current estimate (1970 Census) - 80% Recovery Assumed 

4.8 lb 5000 BTU 0.8 recover 
person day lb 

= 2.15 x 1011 BTU/DAY 

= 38,393 BBL OIL/DAY EQUIVALENT 

= 7.85 x 1013 BTU/YR 

= 14.1 x 106 BBL OIL/YR EQUIVALENT 

(b) Year 1985 estimate made by multiplying above values by 

(1.03) 15 = 1.56 

(c) Year 2000 estimate made by multiplying above values by 

(1.03) 30 = 2.43 
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3. Realistic Estimates 

(a) Data 

(1) Only metro-centers with populations greater than 

150,000 can support economical resource recovery 

centers. Nine such centers exist in Texas with a 

current population of 4.25 x 106 people (38% of total). 

(2) Earliest operational date for a center is estimated 

to be in mid-1978. Assume two such centers are 

available then and one per year afterwards. Total 

centers by 1985 = 9 or full capacity 

(3) Year 2000 estimated capacity is increased to match 

population growth and assuming that 3 additional centers 

can be formed, e.g., Amarillo. 

(b) 4.25 X 106 

= 1.273 X lo11 BTU/DAY 

= 22,651 BBL/DAY 

= 4.646 x 1013 BTU/YR 

= 8.267 x 106 BBL/YR 

(c) Year 2000 

4.646xlo13BTU 2.43 + 3 centers 0.15xlo6 o ulation 
YR 1.56 4.25xl0 

= 7.237 x 1013 + 0.315 x 1013 BTU/YR 

B. Agricultrual Solid Waste 

1. Data 

4.646xlo13 

1.56 

(a) Actual cattle is estimated to 2.5 x 106; Generation rate = 8lb/cow day 



(b) Manure = 6250 BTU/lb 

(c) National estimates indicate ASW is 4 times MSW. Use a 

factor of 2 for the estimate of non-cattle waste in the 

absence of other data. 

2. Maximum Estimate 

(a) Current 

2.5 X 106 
COWS 

cow day 

+ 2, factor 12.15 x 1011 BTU from population 
DAY 

= 1.010 X lo11 BTU/DAY+ 4.3 X lo11 ~X~ 
= 5.3 x 1011 BTU/DAY 

= 94,306 BBL/DAY 

= 193,450 x 1013 BTU/YR 

= 34.42 x 106 BBL/YR 

C. Industrial Waste 

1. Data 

98 

(a) Assume 2 centers, e.g., Houston and Beaumont-Port Arthur area, 

with population equivalents of 150,000 

(b) Assume normal growth per population 

2. Maximum and Realistic Estimates 

(a) Current 

I 
13 

300,000 7.85 x 10 = 0.210 x 1013 BTU/YR 
11 '196 '730 

(b) 1985 and 2000 estimates were made using the population ratio. 



D. Electrical Power Equipment 

1 . Data 
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(a) Approximate Electrical power consumption in January-February, 

1974 = 8 x 109 kwhr/month 

(b) 2.93 x 10-4 kwhr/BTU 

8xl09 kwhr month BTU BTU In ut 
month 30 day 2_93x10-4 kwhr 0.4BTU Output 

= 2.275 x 1012 BTU consumed/day 

2. Calculation of Maximum Potential 

MSW +ASWin 1974 = 2.15 x 1011 + 5.30 x 1011 = 7.45 x 1011 BTU/day 

maximum 

MSW + ASW, % Electrical 

= 0.7451 100% 
2.275 

= 32.75% maximum 

3. Calculation of Manure plus 9-Metro Centers 

MSW +ASWin 1974 = 1.273 x 1011 + 1.248 x 1011 = 2.521 x 1011 BTU/DAY 

= o.2521 I 1oox 
2.275 

= 11.08% existing ASW-MSW 
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Preface 

CORROSION POTENTIAL IN UTILITY BOILERS FIRING 

A MIXTURE OF FOSSIL FUEL AND MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE 

AND 

RECOMMENDED INVESTIGATIONS 

The discussion given below relates, briefly, the preliminary conclusions 

and recommendations that Drs. J. E. Halligan and W. J. Huffman have reached 

while assessing the technology of municipal solid waste (MSW) processes for 

the Governor's Energy Advisory Council of Texas. The views expressed are not 

necessarily those of the Council and have not been approved, denied, or 

reviewed by any other members of the Council. 

The authors of this paper request that this discussion be held con

fidential until their final report to the Council has been approved, probably 

in October 1974. As such, this report should be considered an interim 

report on the corrosion potential for mixed, fossil fuel/MSW utility boilers. 

The report is not a research proposal, but does contain our current recom

mendations on studies that will probably be needed to establish a data base 

for formulating possible solutions or operating techniques. 

Utilization of MSW In Utility Boilers 

Resource recovery systems involving MSW have received much attention 

in the past few years due to limited space for sanitary landfills, air 

(1) 
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pollution restrictions on municipal incinerators, and the increasing volume 

of solid waste. The utilization of MSW as a supplemental fuel in utility 

boilers is one of the resource recovery processes which has become highly 

visible since the energy crisis of 1973 and the projected deficiency in 

the United States energy supply. 

The supplemental fuel concept has been proven by the demonstration 

project supported by the Union Electric Company of St. Louis. MSW as a 

supplemental fuel is especially attractive because such a process appears 

to have the lowest capital investment and operating cost per ton of all 

resource recovery processes proposed for MSW. The process may even be 

less expensive than sanitary landfills for those locations which generate 

solid waste equivalent to a population of 400,000, based upon projections 

by the Midwest Research Institute. For these reasons and because fuel 

recovery was the best short-term process for disposal of MSW (1), are

source program utilizing MSW as a supplemental fuel has been initiated for 

the State of Connecticut (initial boiler is coal-fired}; RFP's are being 

reviewed for an oil-fired boiler in Monroe County, New York (2). In 

addition, the Union Electric Company has decided to build a $70MM system (3). 

We conclude, therefore, that supplemental MSW fuel processes will become 

an integral part of utility operations over the next ten years. 

Potential For Boiler Tube Corrosion 

There appears to be a high potential for corrosion of boiler tubes 

when firing a mixed feed of MSW and coal in utility boilers because the 
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relative concentration of compounds containing both sulfur and chlorine 

may be higher than that generated when either of the two fuels are fired 

alone. These effects are, however, largely unknown because of limited 

experience in the United States and conflicting reports on European 

practice (1, 4, 5, 6). 

In the U.S., the most visible experience has been with the Combustion 

Engineering reheat boiler currently being used at the St. Louis project (3). 

To date, no corrosion problems have been encountered and the demonstration 

tends to minimize any concern about corrosion. The Union Electric Co. is 

conducting corrosion probe tests but the results have not been evaluated 

at the time of this writing (6). 

On the basis of our site visit, there are, however, two important 

factors which must be considered in assessing the corrosion potential: 

the boiler itself and current combustion of MSW. The boiler is an older, 

oversized unit with significant over-design in tube-wall thickness. The 

current demonstration has not achieved full energy conversion of the MSW 

as evidenced by large volumes of unburned material at the.ash disposal 

site (6). Thus, although the demonstration is clearly encouraging from 

the standpoint of processing MSW, it does not necessarily define the true 

corrosion potential because 1.) the boiler tubes may be sufficiently thick 

to permit extended operation before corrosion effects are noted and 2.) 

volatilization of chloride and sulfate salts may be incomplete due to the 

low temperature the MSW actually encounters or achieves. We tentatively 

conclude that modern, optimized boilers firing pulverized MSW may be more 



susceptible to corrosion than current results of the demonstration 

indicate. 

4 

There are conflicting reports on the seriousness of corrosion in 

European water-wall incinerators (4, 5), but it seems clear that severe 

metal wastage has been observed which is largely unpredictable and unex

plained. The reports also suggest the caution that must be practiced 

when utilizing MSW in a boiler. The most detailed study by Miller, et. al. (5) 

recommends that MSW incinerators "not be used to generate high-temperature, 

super-heated steam" even though the practice is not uncommon in Europe. As 

indicated in the Miller report, the conflicting data may be due to the 

wide temperature range of operations in Europe (tube metal temperatures = 

700-1100°F) as well as the "unbelieveably bad•• (variable) combustion con

ditions that exist in the burning of raw, unshredded MSW per European 

practice. Thus, on the basis of incinerator experience, one may conclude 

that U.S. utilities should proceed with caution in the mixed firing of 

MSW for supplemental energy. Ony may also infer from the Miller report 

that MSW should only be used to generate 175 psig-375°F steam for use as 

a preheated feed to a fossil fuel boiler. Despite this evidence, a high 

temperature operation (flue gas = l600-2000°F) is scheduled for one site 

in the United States; the unit will incorporate 100% excess air and corrosion 

problems are expected to be minimal on the basis of European experience 

with the design (7). 

Th~ mechanism of boiler tube corrosion is generally considered to 

involve the attack of sodium and potassium salts on boiler tubes whose action 
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is accelerated by the presence of chlorine and sulfur (5, 8, 9). Some of 

the proposed reactions which illustrate the role of chlorine are: 

2KC1 + so2 + 112 o2 + H2o ~ K2so4 + 2HC1 

Fe + 2HC1 ~ FeC1 2 + H2 

2HC1 + l/2 02 ~ H20 + Cl 2 
Fe + Cl 2 ~ FeC1 2 
4FeC1 2 + 302 ~ 2Fe2o3 + 4Cl 2 
K20 + 2HC1 ~ 2~1 + H20 

Regardless of the specific mechanism, the presence of sulfur and chlorine 

in the gas phase or flue gas have been shown to be key factors (8, 9). 

These effects have not yet been assessed in combined fossil-fuel/MSW 

boilers, but the effects must be considered because fossil fuels are 

generally high in sulfur but low in chlorine whereas MSW is high in 

chlorine and law in sulfur. Thus, the combined chlorine-sulfur concen

tration may be potentially higher than firing either fuel separately. 

Alternately, the rate limiting concentration may have a higher value when 

firing the mixed fuel. 

Recommended Research 

On the basis of the data discussed above, we have concluded that a 

serious study of the corrosion potential in fossil fuel boilers utilizing 

MSW should be undertaken. The study should include two major parts. One 

part should measure flue gas composition and metal wastage rates in a 

commercial boiler utilizing MSW to provide base-line data. A second part 
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should involve small scale laboratory studies on the kinetics of formation 

of gaseous compounds containing chlorine and sulfur; a wide range of MSW

fossil fuel compositions and temperatures should be explored to obtain a 

data base established on the principles of reaction kinetics. This second 

part would provide the basic data ·for projecting the corrosion potential 

which might exist during boiler upsets, uneven firing of the MSW/fossil 

fuel mixture, and start-up/shut-down of the boiler as well as higher refuse 

loadings (BTU equivalents). 

The base-line data on flue gas composition and metal wastage should 

be conducted on a joint basis with the Union Electric Company. Initial 

data from this full-scale test could be obtained within a relatively short 

time period if no changes were made in the current operation of the boiler 

and proven methods for isokinetic gas sampling were used. Preliminary metal 

wastage data could be obtained utilizing the techniques specified by 

Miller, et. al.(5). On the basis of these initial data, a more thorough 

investigation could then be developed. We anticipate that such an extended 

study would provide flue gas and metal wastage data as a function of the 

type of MSW fuel, e.g., two-three particle sizes and different compositions. 

Finally, in all cases, ash samples should be collected and burned completely 

to provide an indirect, but reliable, estimate of the MSW temperature 

actually achieved during firing. 

The initial laboratory studies should not be done using a batch reactor 

as is normally done in such small scale studies. Instead, the study should 

combust the MSW/fossil fuel (initially coal + MSW) in a flow system which 
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approximates a back-mixed vessel. Such a flow system would provide a 

reasonable approximation of a tangentially-fired boiler operating at a 

steady-state conditions. One such reactor of this type does exist in our 

laboratory and approximately two years of experience have been accumulated 

on the feeding of small volumes of various solids (~ 1 lb/hr) into high 

temperature reactors. 

We conclude that such studies, as outlined above, would provide a 

realistic data base for assessing the corrosion potential in utility boilers 

which fire a mixture of MSW/Coal. The results should aid designers in 

specifying materials of construction. In addition, the investigation would 

P,rovide data within a short term (1-2 yrs) that could be used to determine 

the need for more fundamental data and/or MSW/oil data. 

Added Comment 

The studies outlined above should also consider the possibility of 

determining the presence or absence of known carcinogens such as 

bis(chloromethyl) ether (10). The presence of organic acids at concentrations 

ranging from 35-340 ppm has been detected from two incinerators (5) so the 

presence of reduced organics must be assumed until experimental data have 

established otherwise. Compounds such as the Bis(chloromethyl) ether may be 

harmful at concentrations in the ppb range. Hence, the projected need of a 

variance from air pollution restrictions for a MSW-boiler (6) may be difficult 

to obtain despite the apparent reduction in over-all pollution from MSW. 
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CENTRAL HEATING AND COOLING SERVICES PROJECT 
WITH SOLID WASTE FUELED PLANT 

C'nL E. Av,.;ns, General Manager 
Nashville Thermal Transfer Corp., Nashville, Tenn. 

Introduction 
The Nashville Thermal Transfer Corporation Central Heating and 

Cooling Service Project, which includes a solid waste fueled plant, can be 
charactrrized as a tale of two marriages: one the marriage of private enter
prise and government, the other a marriage between two well-proven tech
nologies. These marriaqf's will become evident as the salient features of the 
project are presented. This presentation includes: 

1. The project's objectives. 

Z. A general description of the concept and services. 

3. A description of the plant and distribution system facilities. 

4. A description of the organization and financing of the corporation. 

5. The general application of solid waste as a source of f'nergy for 
central energy plants. 

'"$()0 ooo • 
Objectives of the Project ··· 7'Z.o = ZZJ q ~~ 

The primary ohjf'ctives of the $1 G.')OO,OOO Central Incineration, Henting 
/Jt-

and Cooling Service Project, which will sf'rvc the Center City area of Nnsh- ::. ,ao.IS/rn, &11J 
ville, are: 

1. 

z. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Provide low cost di'~trict heating and coolin~ to Nashville's Center 
City area buildings. 

Recover energy in all combustible solid waste not recycled for other 
purposes. 

Virtually eliminate the need for sanitary landfill in Nashville. 

Reduce su bstnntinlly and almost eliminate the solid waste disposal 
cost for Nashville. 

,.,.,.., ' Q ... .JO !Y 

IV .si1,.J d k las 
+h"" $1 ,oo I 

Improve \\'iitf'r and air quality in urban Nashville by mef'ting solid 
wnste di~posal, waiC'r awl air f'ntission st;111dards with a central l)eb.~c. 
plant which incorporates effective environmental contr-ol cquipmC'nl. 

6. Provide for major krJ'Ous mnterial recycling from incincrntor No. Ne .. b.t "'i 
residue. .&.~, ~+ • 

7. Cn•;tle find opt•ntt!' a ~olid wa~IP fttPicd u·nlr;d lt(•<tting iltlll coolittg 
p\;mt proj<'r.t tlt;tl has a favorable economic and envirollnl<'ntal 
impact on the community. 

~·W~I b \ f +o-n I I~ ·-4 ~~~ IW' l -~ 
+·~ ~l 1> se.e_a:rll. 30 ~r . ~ 8T1l 

-= ~ '1 b. Yi/ It\ I#.. 6PI . ~.r ;:: '$#D I 'Z.I I ,..,.6nl 

-f 1·00 I AM &-nl ..J bt.pw-e~ ... 'tt-\ •s- '7 



Background and Description of the Concept and Services 

To arhi0V<' the-;e ohj<·ctivPs, lh<· Na~hvillc Tlwrmal Tronsfer Corporation 
\Vas <·stahlislwd in 1 <l70. Um!Pr comtruclion i~ the $Hi.500,000 facility which 
will cart"y out tiH~ above objectives. Constr·uclinn began in June 1972, and 
it will go into preliminary operation in late 1973 or early 1974. 

The project is called "Cash for Trash" in Nashville. In the trade maga
zines it is rel'Prn'd to <h "one of the most exciting things in the business of 
running citie~ amlliving ecologically." 

The project will heat and cool Nashville's downtown high-rise buildings 
with energy n'covered by combusting the city's garbage and trash. The de
sign engineers, I. C. Thomasson & Associates of Nashville predict that 
within a y0ar, more than three-fourths of the air pollution which is cur
rently emitted by the buildings to be served wiil be eliminated. At the same 
time, the building owners will enjoy saving between 15 and 50 per cent on 
thPir normal building heating and cooling costs. 

The new convention hotel, expected to be completed soon after the 
project is ready for services, will save an es lima ted $400.000 in capital costs 
by not having to install its own in-building heating and cooling plant. The 
average price for chilled wnter will be $4. H per ton-hr, and the price for 
steam about $1:'50 per M lb. The IVIetropolitan GovPrnment of Nashville 
and David~on County will save ahout $1.2'1 million yearly by avoiding 
operation of expensive, and hauling to, remotely:,. located sanitary landfills. 

Building owners will not have to worry about shortages of gas, oil, and 
coni. because tire project's fuel will essentially be 100 per cent solid waste, 
which is in comtant and increasing supply. Dy helping to save on the de
maml on the nation's fossil fuels, the Nashville project is energy conservation 
at its best. The thermal energy value in a pound of solid waste is roughly 
one-third to one-half the value of a pound of coal, and it is a very good fueL 

Today this fuel is being cliscarded by cities across the country, and it 
amouuts to 543.000 tons per day. If the country's solid waste were all con
verted into cooling capacity, it would amount electrically to about 16 million 
kw, which is twice the peak electricity demand of New York City. 

Throwing solid waste away eliminates the opJx>rtunity to utilize this 
free ftH'I, and it illso costs il lot ju.-;t to bury it propc>rly. The normal landfill 
cost Pxn·eds $') per ton. Disposal costs in the nation for sanitary landfill 
operations are estimated at $·ill{) million per year, and landfills consume 
about 60,000 acres of valuable land annually. 

Thi~ concept sounds so rPasonahlc and <~ttractivc that one wonders what 
tliP ratdr ton "c<~~h for lra~h'' ~y~lf'Ill is. TlwrP cloPsn't .~Pf'lll to he <IllY at all. 
(foW!'VI'I', SOIII!' obvious quP~liOJI'> ill'(': \Viii lili~ pmj<•cl ('!'('ill!' il IIUi~illiCP in 
tiH• downtown iir<'<t hy Ulll';ing tr;d'fic prohl,·rm, pollution and odors? 'Nil! it 
ronn'IJiral<~ nil tlr<• pollution into Oil<' SJIIOk!'~tack), ()ops garhai-(P actually 
burn Wl'li! \VIw pnys for tlri.~ procP~s( Is llw pro)..ct subsidiwd( Arc the 
Prononrics prov<•n? Is this an <'XJH'rinu•ntal plant? \'Vhy hasn't it happened 
before now? Why aren't all large cities imtalling a similar project now? 
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ThPse questions \Yill hP answPrPd Sjwcifically in thi;: pn'SPllliltion wlwn 
the operation and dl'sign of the plant nrc dcscrilwd in dctnil. I IowPV<'r, the 
answers in general, to some of the more serious potPntial problems follow: 

1. How will tlw <ldor problem be lwndled? The waste will he hnukd 
in covered trucks to a pit that is within n heating huilrling. Fresh 
air wiJ.l h<' circulated fmm outdoors over the pit, picking up the 
odiferous air, and it will be incinerated in the process plant. 

2. HO\\' about pollution? The 27 buildings that will initially he sPrved 
by the system arc curTently Pmitting particulate nwt!Pr. The tlH•rmal 
plant will n•duce this by over 75 per cent. Also, lwcausc of the 27 
individual heating and cooling plnnts utilizing sulfur-l<Hlen coal 
and oil for enPrgy, the sulfur dioxide cr0atecl to produce the energy 
in th<' individual plants is substantial. The Thermal plant will re
duce curTPnl sulfttr dioxide emissions from this source by 90 pPr 
C<'llt. Nitrog011 oxides will not he gen0rat<'cl hy the planL h0cmrse tlw 
fumacP. tempPrature will hP less than 1 ROO F. Additionally, the 
individual buildings concentrate thPir pollution into the five winter 
heating months, while Thermal's plant will not. 

3. Dof's garbage ami trash burn? Yf>s, surprisingly \Vl'll, without any 
additional fuel. so long as the solid wnsle is relativdy dry. Ignition 
is not a very Pxotic process; it can he started simply by tossing in 
a match. 

4. Is this a wcil-prOV('Jl idf'a? This plant is similar to many existing 
plants. Tllf>n• arP hund n·d~ of Cf'lltral steam and cooling plants 
throughout tlw llnitf'd Statf's; and plants in Europe havp been, for 
a numll('r of years. comhusting solid wn~te in henl r0CC>Vf>ry syst~ms. 
TherdorP, the \Nashvilk project really isn't anything IH'W. However, 
it will he the vorl<l's first lnrgP-scale plant to produce both steam 
and chill<'d watn· from solid wastP. The project is a combination of 
proven ideas, a marriage of proven technologies. 

This is in the ern of increasing fud costs and limited fud, and the en
vironment nef'ds to he improvPd. Central heating and cooling plants hnvc 
proven to be n way of consprving f'J1f'rgy, reducing pollution, and reducing 
capital and operating costs for building lwating nnd air conditioning plant 
facilities. At this point. this Nashvillf' enterprise appei!l"S to provP the old 
a<lngc that proh!f'm~ <lrf' llH'J"Ply unPxploill•d oppol"lunitics. ThP N;tshvillr!
tyJH' systPlll is ill'ginni1tg to !11~ utili1.Pd ilS <1 1nod1•l fqr olhPr l"itiPs with high 
solid wastt• disJH~><il ro~h. <IIIII 11 gt'JIItitH' i11ll'l"l\~l in kt•Ppitlg tlwir downtown 
areas vital by providing modem heating and coolin!-( s<•rvin•s. 

EvPry C"OlllllJllllit~· S!'I'IIIS to IH• in till' Sillll!' boat on ~olid Wil'ilt·. It tnakt•s 
sense to mak<~ garbagP pay its own way, rathPr than il lwing a hurd••n on 
the community taxpayer. 



Thermal Transfer- How Does It Work? 

Therrnal's dwd-purpose CPlltral CliNgy plant will produce steam and 
chillt•d watl'r, with its priuwry fnl'l !wing Plll'rgy n·cycled from solid waste 
iuo~ely compactf'd and df'livcrcd by tiH• Na~hvillc snlid waste collection 
process. Fig. 1 is a simplifiPd flow diagram which describes the various 
systems in the process. 

(l fCHtiCITY I · 1 ''•'" ','.'A• ~ I, •·~ I ' 
-----+ 

Cl1"f' WATER MAK{ UP 

__ ....,,,, ..... ,., . ........ .... 
--Sit•"'·"·o~.~r,,,"·'•' ---- \,,,..,,,.. .. ,, ...... ,.., .. ,,., 
--*'"'' •••••\l.tndl''"''' 
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• I fH>•·" 1 ~·· ·•• l •• ,,, ·"'> 
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4o ,t,o ( ,,..,., l~or.o t I <l•r>u'""'"' 
.~. lro'Jo .. , I ~"'I • ' 
.~.,, ...... (..,, ....... .. '" ' , .·.~·u• ' .... ..., 

.. "' ... '• ..... !1•"~·~· (.oOfl~t ... 

fig. - Simplified flow diagram of !he solid wasle fueled plant. 

Local g<Jrh<JgP illld trash roll!<' tnrcks op('l'<rtillg tlrmuglroul the county 
dt>liv('l' tlu·ir solid was((' to thrPP ~lral(•gically located transfn· stations. At 
tlr<•se ~Ia lions, solid waslp from lll<lll)' lora I, r;•lat iv!'ly small trucks is placed 
in large ()') and 75 cu yd trail(•r trucks. The solid waste is then delivered to 
the plant in the~c large, fully enclosed semi-trail(•r trucks, ami dumped into 
a refuse pil large enough to permit vveekday ;md wt>ekend operation on 
weekday deliveries. One or two deliveries per hour will be made to the 
central plant. The transfer station process significantly reduces annual 
travel, and keeps local trucks off the main ro;1ds and permits them to return 
to their routes more quickly, thus saving fuPI and labor costs. 

A crane will pick up the solid wmlf' in one-ton bites. and feed it into 
the multi-lPvel steam gem'rating incinerator-boilers. The plant will include 
two 360-ton per day steam genPrators llliiiiUfacturf'd by flahcock and \Vikox 
Co., and eventually v .. ·ill be expanded to include ahnut three additional 
."'\1)0-toll 1111ils. TlrPst~ hoikrs C<lll <rl'o opt•mte 011 1 IHI pi'l' C<'nl !lil!l!r;d ga~ 
or oil f111'l. TIH• solid Wi!,IP j.,. conlillliOII•dy f<•d inlo tiH• ~1(',\'111 gt'IH'I'H!or hy 
HgitHiing gra!l•s, llliliii!Lrl"llll'<'d by tlr(• DP!roit StokPr Co. 

Ash from the incinerator i~ droppPd into an a•;JJ h,npper and sprayed 
with wa!t•r from the scnrbbet· !illrk. Sprayin!{ cools tire 'aslr and <'liminntes 
dust prohknrs d11ring ti1<• rel!loval and dispo~al jii'OCI'SS. This is also th~ 
lll<'llwd of disposing of the particulale matter that is ~rrulJI)('d out of the 
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stack gasr~. Truck' haul a<.h front thP plilnl. ilnd tiw slrrilP rr,idttr will 
prnviclr a d(~mr ro<~cl lH'd fill or h•.tilding hlock tllillrrial. \vlwn• d<'sirahk 
If truckc·d to !nndfilk it will not J'(•quin• eat·th cover. Jt i., plattttPd to <Hid a 
frrnJUs rN·ovrr.'l system. vvhich will allow recydiug of ;dl ferrous ntatf'rial 
in the incinerator residue, when a market can be established for the ferrous 
material. 

Comhu~tion air.. drawn iuto the plant through the solid waste• storage 
room, allows incineration of odors in the slram generator, thus <:'liminating 
any potentinl odor problem in the plant an•a. The furnace is scalf'd anrl 
operated under a slight n<'gativf' pressure to prevent cscapP of dust and 
nclors. The lROO F heat in tl11• ftll'llilCf' <'xploclcs mo.~t of tlw glass into tiny 
fragments much like sand. Thr odorous gases arc removed wlwn exposed to 
temperatures above about 1 SOO F. 

For mnximum hf'at rPcov<'r,r. the flue glass will Pxit from tlH• boiJc.r 
sections through an PCOJHillliz<'r hank, when•in thP t<'lll]H'rdlttl'f' of thP ga~f's 
is rf'ducecl to approximatf'I,Y 500 F. These gases then go through ~ophistir;ttf'd 
particulate and gas collection df'vices. in order to meet <'mission critf'ria. 
The gases first are subjPctPd to a dry "cyclone" for rcmov;tl of larg<' particu
late maliC!". and tlwn to "w<•t ~crublH•rs" to n•ntove lhP r<'lltaining p<trticu
latp-; and wa!Pr solub!P g<tS('IIlJS constiltl<'llls. Tlw cl<'<IIJPd gasP<; l<'aVP tlw 
~rruhh<'rs at about HO I<. and tiH•n di~cltarg(~ via slack lwatc•rs into the 
atmosphf'rc through low profile st<td.s. Th<'s<' scruhhers include thrf'f' sds 
of water sprays and two sets of welter baffles, all in series. 

Pollution control is a vpn· i111port;mt part of tlw projPct. VPJ'V low 
Jlartirulntc matte/and sulfur (iioxidP Plllissinn rnlPs arP accompli~IH•(i with 
the combination of du~t coll<'rtors and tllf' sPrics of \Vf'l scruh\JC'rs built by the 
Air Conditioning Corp. of (;r<'f'nshoro, N. C. TllC' levPl of particul;lte mHI 
sulfur dioxide rmissiml' is r<'clur<'d by 75 <lllcl 90 per cent rC'sp<'ctiwly, over 
the 1n·e-existing in-building systems rcplnced by the Thermal plant, as 
previous! y prf'sf'n ted.\ 

For heating purposes. qcnm at 'l!Hl lh pr0ssurc and GOO F go<'s dirf'rtly 
from the hoilf'rs into noncoJH!f'nsing stt>alll turbines, and tlwn into tlt<' dis
tribution network. For cooling, ~!Pam gcnPratf'd in thP boilers is pip0d to 
non-COJH.lcnsing turbine's, whose Pxhaust stt>am drives two condensing stean1 
turbine driven Carrier Corp. chill<'rs rated at 14.000 tons of cooling capacity. 

Two cooling tmwrs rf'ject heat from tlw rcfrigcr<tlion cycle. Each 
l\IarlPy Co. to\\pr· has a water capacity of <l(),()()() g;d. itlld a n·rirndatiJtg 
w<tt<•r rate (,f 17.000 g;tl JH'I' ntintJIP. AI f11ll loild. wiH·n h .. lh dtilll'rs and 
IJoiJPI'~ ill'(' O(ll'l'illing ill (';l(li!City. tltP pJ.till hils il lllilkt• lljl Wiiii'J' l'I'<JIIin•nu'tlt 
of approxinwLP!y 1.'>00.000 g<tl p<'r day, \\hich will !11• stlppli"d hy tl11~ 
Nashvill<' citv wat<•r ~y~tl'lll. This <'X<'<'plionnllv high \Y<tlt•r n•quir<'llH'III, 
howPvrr, is ]Pss th<tn tlw dl'lll<IIHI by phnts n•pLtr<'d hy ilw TIH•rnt;d O]l('J'

ation. l ,<•ss th<tn two ·p<'r C<'llt of tlw total \\'ill<'l' tl~(·d by thP plant is f(•d 
back into th~ Nashvill<' SC'WPr svstPnl. Initially, no water will be usPd dir<'ctly 
from the Cumberland Hivf'r,. nnd no wat~r will he returned dirf'ctly to 
the river. 
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---Steam 
Chilled Water 

----- • Propt,~ed 
-----· 015lrlbUIIOrl 

Fig. 2 

Steam and 41 F chill£>d wat£>r is pipPd under city streets through a four
pipe distribution ~ystPm 15,000 trPnclt ft in length. Fig. 2 shows the layout 
of the distribution system superimposed on a Nashville street map. The 
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condensed steam and 57 F chilled water is returned to thP district plant in 
closed rccirculatory systcm~. Each customer is billed according to the quan
tity of cooling and beating utilized. 

This 
1 
four· pi pc distribution system consists of a chillr(l wn ler supply 

line, a chilled water return line, n steam feed line. and a condensate return 
line. Vig. 3 shows n typical pipeliue cross section. The normal operating 
pressure of the steam liues will be about 150 lb. Both chilled water and 
steam service supply lines will terminate at meters installed on the cus
tomer's premises. 
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·-- _L_ / 6" concrete paving 

r-~-'.- .ILF-.-.~/~ . ....-:=;-:;-:~· ._- Stea-m lrne outer 
01 rt repl<~cell 
and compacted 

1111" [.!iiiVdlli/PO _ 

~ -~,~ ,1~, cas1ng--10 ga. steel . " 
,·: · "' 1" <llr spJce around 

--::.Y/InSIJiatHm 

·._ \ .. -. · (<~~ C;JicitJm s1l1cate electncal condu1t ·( 
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-ductile iron 
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•'• 

~ ~~ 1nsulat1on 
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-!L--"""',01 
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lock type mechanical 1omt ductile 
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80 Yoloy black steel pipe for 
3" diameter and smaller 

Thermal barrier-4" thick 
urethane boJrd w1th asphalt 
saturated felt skin 

Fig. 3 - Typical pipeline cross section !or the lour-pipe distribution system. 

Although solid wastp is the principle fuel for steam production, each 
inciJH'I'ator is \·quippC'd with gas and oil burners. Tlw auxiliary fuds arc 
ch'emed nPcessai')' by sys t Pills engincPrs for the main tcnancP or consist<•n t 
stt'am prcssurC', in tlw event of an unusually high moisture contc·nt of the 
solid wastC'. In addition, a 125,000 lb per hr stand-by and supplemental 
package boiler, fired by gas or oil, is also available to increase tlw overall 
plant n'liability and operational flexibility during maintenance pC'riods. This 
unit will be supplif'd by Combustion EnginePring. Natm·al gas and ·wastC' oil 
will he~ the principle stand-by fuels. The engineers estimate average auxil
iary fuel usnge at less than ten per cent of the energy r!-'quired. 

That gc•nPrally is how Tlwrmal Transfer will work -- that is, work 
in an <•nginf'cring ~Pttsf'. Bttt Th(•rmal, likP any othc•J· clt'ganit.iltion Jllllst 
abo work in a l"ditiral iiiHI c•conoulic ~ens<', attd the• corpor<ttiott is also 
rath(•r uttiquP in tlt('S<' rc·sp('cls. 

Nashville Thermal Transfer Corporation 

Oril-(illally, Tll('l'lltill was not conn•iv(•d "'a tll('illl'> of "living Na-.lavillP's 
solid wa-;tP di-;pmal prohl(•Jtl. Tllf• proj('('l lwg;11t in Jttid-1 qr,•), whc·tt Nit'>h· 
ville Mayor Beverly Briley conuui~sioued a study of thP feasibility of co11-



,fnl('t'''~ a (f'lltl·al l'lwrgy ~~·rv1n' f<~rility for h1·;ili11g and cooli11g municipal 
lu1ildiJ1g~. Tlw slruly by I. ( :. ThoiiJils-.IJJI & A"oriiiii'Oi PstablishPd COli· 

drJ-.iVI'Iy 111;11 1111' pmj1·d Wil' I'CIJIIOIIIically a11d tf'cllllically feasible and 
\Vordd llC'rlf•fit tlr1• f'lllllllltrrtily, p;,rticuhrly if bro;ul<'lll'd to provide service 
lo tlw I' lit in• dowutown area. 

Origiwd plant specifications called for the usc of conventional fossil 
fuels (gas awl oil) to producP the necessary steam and chilled water. It 
was clctPrminPJ. by Charles Griffith, then Directm· of Law for the City, that 
the Nashville Electric Service and the Nashville Gas Co. lacked the requisite 
authority to undertake the projt>ct without a public referendum. Best esti
mates for coordiuating plant comtruction and customer demand, indicated 
that all plaus had to be completed and bids ready fur letting no later than 
the summer of 1971. Thus, timing nded out the lengthy referendum process. 

vVith this timing factor, the most practical means of organizing and 
financing the project app<'an!cl to he through establishment of a separate 
corporation. On May 14, 1~70, the NashviiiP Tlwrmal Transfer Corporation 
was chartcr<'d und<•r· the laws of Tennessee to constr·uct, ovvn and operate 
the central plant facilities, and to provide low-cost district heating and 
cooling :-,ervires. Tire Executive Director of\ the Metropolitan Planning 
Com111ission, Farris Derp, was llilliH'd ns Pr<'sid<'nt of the new, not-for-profit 
COI'JJOI"'Ition ' . I 

Shortly aftc1· initial contracts were made with pot0ntial customers, it 
was suggested that solid ·waste he substituted for conventional fossil fuels to 
produce steam for heating, and to drive coolant c1'imprcssors. After intensive 
study and modification of the original plans, the consulting and design 
engin0ers coucludcd that the idPa was feasible, ami Thermal entered into 
the incitwratiou business, along with heatiug and cooling. Nashville agreed 
to provide to Thermal, at no cost for the next 30 y<'ars, its current solid 
waste, which is now about 1400 torts a day. 

Engineering awl design of the facility were started early in 1971 by 
I. C. Thomasson's firm. The eight-acre site for the plant was selected and 
approved early in 1972. The project was financially sound based on firm 
.30-yr heatiug <md cooling contracts with the State of Tennessee and private 
users, and firm 30-yr heating, cooling, nncl solid waste contracts with the 
Metropolitan (;overument of Nashville. Nashville's pr·ime contractor, Foster 
& Creighton Co. of Nashville, began construction of the central heating and 
cooling plant in June, 1972, based on its low Lase bid of $8,358,026. Hard
away Construction Co., Nashville, is proceeding with the distribution system 
construction on a low bid of $3,996,371. 

Tlwnnnl is din'cted by a ninP-Ili('IIIIH•r Board of Dir<'Ciors. Thr! State 
Altonwy (;f'IWI'Cd, Stall! Cmlllllissionpr of Financc•, Na~ltvill<!'s ExPntlive 
J)irl'<:to,"· of Planning, IJin·ctor of I ,;1\v, Din·ctor of FindJICe and Director of 
l'ublic \-Vm·ks arc a111011g the Board Din•ctors. 

The (ir•rwral Managl'r rc·potts clin!clly to tiiC' l'olicy-S<'lting Board. 
'f'llf'l'lllitl will ltavP ilholll ~() l'rdl-linw <'lllflloyc•<'s l

1
1y fall' 1!l71. TIH'rlllal 

coutracts with Chicago-based Duff & Pltelp~ for mmragemeut services, and 
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with I. C. Thoma''llll for Pngint•(•ring 'Prvil(''· Ll'gal ~<'1'\'Jn•s an· providPd 
by a Nashville public and t•nvironnH'Jttal law iinn. Griffith & StokPs. Public 
auditing i.s done by rhe uation's l<u·ge~t public utility accounting firm, Arthm 
Andersen & Co. 

The Corpor;,ttion is ~pf'cifically exempted from public utility commi~
sion jurisdiction. Hates are set uudcr terms of a comprehcusivc boll<l 
indenture. 

Thermal is financed by rev(•nue bonds. The u~crs of the system. through 
their 30-yr term agreements, provide the necessary revenues for operating 
at fixed costs. 

The situation lrading up h> the formation of TlH•nnal ·was iuflueuccd 
by the circumstances and local government of Nashville; and this, of course, 
brings us to the qu<'stion of g<'neral applicability of our corporation type and 
system to other comJ;.mniti('s. 

Application to Other Communities 

Tlwre arP SC'VPral n'il'-OllS why this type of projPct shonld he consiclPrc•d 
as an nltf'rnativc to existing proccssPs for solid waste disposal and district 
heating and cooliug in nil large communities. 

1. 011Ce chenp fossil fuels ens[ more today than just a few years ago, 
and these ro~ts are projected to increase over the uext few years 
by up to 250 pl'r cent. 

2. Jndustrinl, co;;lllH'rcinL ;md 1wrlwps rPsidential <Irt'ns must coiJCNII 
themsclws with tlw availability of fn.;sil fuf'ls for hf'ating and cool
ing. Articks in iVcu·m•rek and othPr publications stall' that com
munities will PXjH't·it•ncf' so-cnlled fud and pm\'t'r "bmwn outs," 
like tlH' ones thil\ it<tYP occurred on the East Coast, DcJIVf'r. and other 
areas this past heating season. Tlwrc isn't enough fuel to go around. 

3. Most cities are running out of sanitary landfill sites, nnd tlw En
vironmental ProtPctinn AgPncy will no longer nllow cities to continue 
opf'rating open dumps. EPA illsists on sanitary land fill opPra Lions. 
This. of c0ursf'. causPs prohlf'ms and higlwr co~ts, hc•c;Jusp s;mitm·y 
landfill OJH'rntinns arf' pcrlwps double or triph• tht' cost of op<'ll 
dump operations; awl in arPas like Nashvillf'. there is another proh
lem due to the> lack of top soil. It is almost impossibl(~ to operate a 
sanitary landfill to meet the stale standards in Tennessee. 

Thermal Transfer Serving Nashville 
Jn Fl71·, tllf' fir~t f1tll )'Pill' of OJ't'l'<tliotl for Tltt'I'III<tl. lwali11~ and coolin;~ 

rn~tonu•rs will indi!d(' ill lt'il'l 1~ stillt• olfin• h1Iildi1tgs. ftHII' 1111111i' il';d 
buildings, and II priv<tlt' lll1ilding~. Tlwst' origin;d ('(JJIIr<lch h<1Vt' lwc·n 
f'XC'Cll!Pd for 10-}t'ill' lt'l'lll~, flllllllWIICill~ with lltl' i1Iiti<tl dt>liVI'I'_\' of Wl'\'ilt', 
Coutrach with additional r11stonwrs ill'(' ht~ing tlc·~otiatc·d. lt 'lf'l"'"rs tiiilt 
tlw ccutral planl will he expilndt•d in 1CJ7'1·, with the iust<dlation of a third 
solid wustc fuclrd boiler and an additional 7000-tou chiller. Also, major 
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distribution systPm extensioi1s will he inslai!Pd lo servire new customers. 
Now thattlw ·projPct is esst'ntially a reality. 1nore custom<>rs in the downtown 
an•a an• ~igning up for IH•ating and cooling wrvin•s. 

Summary 

Today on the Cumberland Hiver bnnk, a few hundn•d yards south of 
Nashville's frontier beginning as Fort Nashborough, modern pioneers in 
the spirit of Nashville's founder, Colonel John Donelson, nrc setting a prece
dent with int<·nwtional potential. The Nashville project will he utilizing 
a ne\v., free and expanding energy source to meet one of the critical chal
lenges of the developing urban area. Solid ·waste, garbage and trash, historic
ally disposed of in dumps and landfills, will he utilized as primary fuel in 
1111 efficient, modern, and economical central energy plant to heat and cool 
downtown community buildings. 

Pioneering in thermal transfer, the Nashville Thermal Transfer Corpor- · 
ation hopPs to demonstrate and help set a positive trend, which can benefit 
all conmtunitics as they strive to meet the chaiiPnges of supplying energy 
to fill the Ullique ueeds of modern communities, \vhile preserving and im
proving the urban environment, and therefore, tl\<' quality of urban life. 
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COVBR 

Mixed, nonferrous metals recovered 
from municipal refuse. See page I 052. 
[H. Alter, National Center for Re
source Recovery, Inc., Washington, 
D.C.] 

The Economics of Resource Recovery 
from Municipal Solid Waste 

James G. Abert, Harvey Alter, and J. Frank Bernheisel 

Environmental concern has drawn 
attention to means for recovering ma
terial and energy resources from urban 
solid waste, particularly from the house
hold portion (1). Recently, federal sup
port has been given for this purpose 
(2). The public viewpoint is that the 
metal, glass, and other materials found 
in ordinary refuse are resources to be 
saved, preserved, and recovered rather 
than discarded. Recovery, outside of 
separation by the householder, depends 
on the availability of suitable separation 
technology operated at a reasonable 
cost to the community. 

Unfortunately, progress in affecting 
the installation of recovery facilities to 
meet the needs of communities has been 
slow_ Much of the work done has been 
beset with technical, and, more often, 
economic difficulties. However, the ris
ing cost of traditional and environ
mentally acceptable means of disposal 
may allow new systems to become 
economically competitive. New systems 

hold promise. The Environmental Pro
tection Agency in late 1972 announced 
four grants, under Section 208 of the 
Resource Recovery Act of 1970 (3, 4), 
for the construction of resource recov
ery plants of at least 200 tons per day 
capacity to demonstrate new technol
ogy. Many unit operations familiar in 
chemical, mechanical, and minerals 
processing engineering practice can be, 
and already have been, applied to ref
use processing and resource recovery 
( 5). Their final adoption will depend 
on their costs to the community being 
competitive with traditional methods of 
disposal, such as sanitary landfilling or 
incineration. 

Raw Materials 

Before considering the costs of re
source recovery, one must examine 
what there is to recover-that is, what 
is likely to be in the solid waste stream. 

This article is focused on the house
hold portion of the urban solid waste. 

The results of several analyses (6) of 
the composition of household refuse by 
weight resulted in the values given in 
Table 1. Unfortunately, there is no such 
thing as an average refuse composition: 
The composition varies from city to 
city-probably geographically and no 
doubt seasonally and temporally, from 
year to year and on shorter time scales, 
all making definitive analysis difficult. 
There are, however, some genera] trends 
in composition that can serve as design 
input for technical and economic analy
sis. First, some nominal composition 
figures can be computed, using one's 
judgment, from the available data (7). 
Second, it is apparent that municipali
ties with a "high" refuse assay have an 
economic advantage in implementing 
recovery facilities. A high assay means 
that the content of the valuable, non
ferrous metals must he about 1 percent. 

Recovery potential falls into two 
basic groups of materials (see Table 1). 
The first group of items is labeled 
"mechanical recovery" and refers to 
that portion of the refuse stream which 
is available for essentially mechanical 
extraction and for reuse as a relatively 
pure raw material. The second group 
includes what are primarily organic 
materials, which, because of their phys
ical characteristics, can only be re
covered through conversion. Organic 
materials are generally suitable for some 
sort of derived product, such as com-

The authors are with the N a tiona! Center for 
Resource Recovery, 1211 Connecticut Avenue, 
NW, Washington, D.C_ 20036, 
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po~t. or ~~ 111~nufactured product, ~uch 
;1s fiberbl'<•.rd building rnatenal (3, 5, 
8), or flll. chemical or bwlogical con
v.:r~ion to a :o.ourn: of cncrgy-cirht:r 
dur.:ctly, by nurning, nr indir..:ctly, bv 
c·on vert i ng to a :o.torable fuel ( 9). 

P.lpcr i~ included in both cal<.:gllries: 
Some is recoverable as a material, but 
mo.,t 1s JJOL This is due, in large part, 
~o composite packaging (that is, paper 
!aminated or otherwise attached to 
plastic or metal) and to the colicction 
pr.xc''·· When mixed with other refuse, 
pJpcr bccomL:' contaminated with dirt, 
~rCci'>C. and other material~ that arc not 
:!c-cep<ablc inputs to high-spc~:d ·paper
rnDkH1g precesses and that arc difficult 
:0 remove. even with special processing 
(I!)). However, it is probable that some 
:;mal! fraction of paper, most likely 
f~undlcd newsprint and corrugated 
board, can be etliciently separated from 
mixed refuse hy hand in a form accept
able for ~onw reuses. 

The•dore, based on the composition 
of the refuse stream, recovery is essen
tially a two-phase process: First, ma
tcriab recovery (glass, metals, and some 
paper), <IOU second, recovery of the 
l1rgani1; ponion and reuse through con
vcr~ion, pn'bably as a source of energy. 

One scheme for recovering materials 
.u1J energy from solid waste is shown 
in Fig. I. "Front end" refers to ma
tcriab recovery with disposal of the 
organic portion by conventional means 
-,for example, by landfill or incinera
tiof'. This i:o. a suboptimal system be, 
nu.se it is i'ncompletc. "Back end' 
r.:fers to the recovery of the organic 
portion and its reuse as fuel or as raw 
makrial for a product ( 11). 

A flow sheet for a front end recovery 
proce's propuscd by the National Cen
l,:r fur Resource Recovery ( 12) is 
shown in Fig. 2. The hases for choosing 
th;_, lypc of materials recovery plant 
a'1d detl;!ils of the various unit opera
tions have been described (/J), as have 
oth1~r tc..:hnically fea~ible processes (5). 
The system shown in Fig. 2 would rc
..:over five fractions: bundled paper, fer
rou~ mel ~ds. ~lass, aluminum, and a 
rnixtuno of other nonferrous metals (in
cluding nonm<~gnctic stainless steel). It 
would kJve a> residue the organic frac
!ion (for dispo~al or recovery) and a 
-,maii inert fraction consisting of bone, 
rubber, heavy plastics, grit, sludges, and 
dust from :he processing (for disposal 
hy !andtill). An important aspect of 
·ncg:nning" with the front end system 
" that the c.:nnomic analysis docs not 
na;.•. to include the normally high cost 

tlf lliarkei;ng new ·•;,lduch. This cost 
\VOU ld h~ :l!~CL\'l;J :': 1 • '•f 1Ld I~)' back C~d 

'~l"·,rc:H.\~ ~i.h.', ......... ~:ll'"'t: ·,:....;;,~·" prnducc 
new kmds uf olllldin:! m:dc·rials. Fur
ther, the ecunom;c v ~~,hd;; y ell the iront 
end ~ystem I\ not hamp..:n:d by the high 
capital co't of constructing rcfu>e-burn
ing heat exchangers for energy recov
ery. 

Co!tl E!>limates 

The first step in the economic analy
~is or resource recovery is to determine 
the capital costs and operating costs of 
the technology to be installed. A plant 
processing 500 tons of solid waste per 
day (like that in fig. 2, which would 
serve most of the needs of a community 

Tahlc L ExpeLled ranges in mixed municipal rcfu;,c composition. [Source: (6, p. 5)] 
-------

Composition (% of dry weight)~ 
Componcnl 

Rnnge Nominal 

Metallic' 7 to 10 9.0 
l'crrcHIS 6 to 8 7.5 
Nonfcrrou' I to 2 1.5 

Gla's 6 to 12 9.0 

!'a per 37 to 60 55.0 
Ncw,print 7 10 15 12.0 
Cardboard 4 to 18 I 1.0 
Olhcr 26 to 37 32.0 

Food 12 to 18 t4.0 

Yard 4 to 10 5.0 

Wood I to 4 4.0 

Plasti..: I to 3 1.0 

M iscellancous <5 3.0 

"' Moisture t.:ontcnt: ranJZc. 20 to 40 pcn:cnt~ nominal. 30 percent. 

Front end 

Improved 
separation 

Back end 

Energy recovery 

Heat 
Steam 
G1sifier 

Electricity 
Storable fuel 

PyrolysiS 

Materials recovery 

Compost 
Wallboard 

Fibor 
Feed 
Other 

Mechanical 
rccovco y 

Conversion 
recovery 

.,•: 

Fig. I. A moJular approach to resource recovery. Front end refers to materials re
covery. Back end rders to Jircct utilization, or conversion, of the organic portion of 
the waste. 
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of about 200,000) has been estimated 
in some detail to have a capital cost of 
$2.4 million. exclusive of land ( 13). 
These costs arc explained in Table 2. 
Operating costs have been c~timated 

(/.?), and arc summarized in Table 3, 
on the basis of a debt-to-equity ratio 
of 2 : 3. This would apply to the sit
uation in which a private entrepreneur 
construc!s and operates a plant of this 
kind as a business venture. Public own
ers.hip is also possible. 

The costs of back end processing fa
cilities arc more difl1cult to obtain or 
analyze because the technology is gen
erally 1\\:W and often proprietary. How
ever, it seems that the most efficient and 
inexpensive (in terms of capital) means 
of extracting energy from the organic 
fra~.:tion would he to use it as a supple
mentary fuel in exi!>ting coal-fired 
boilers for generating electricity, as is 
now being done in St. Louis (14). The 
cost of modifying the plant and any in
crease in the cost of operation of such 
a utility boiler may be paid for by the 
value of the organic fraction as a fuel. 

General Economic Considerations 

A great deal ha·; be<:n written about 
the economics or environmental quality, 
with discusswns of internalization of 
oosts, redistribution of im:ome, costs 
and benefits to society, and so forth 
( 15). It is not our intent w review or 
enter into these arguments here, Rather, 
we seek to determine the cost to a 
eommunity of adding resource recovery 
to its solid waste management system. 
Put another way, we apply the ''indif
ference principle"; the indifferent com
munity is one for which the added re
source recovery would cost the same 
a\ its present solid waste management 
practice. In this day of environmental 
concern, the indifferent community may 
also be one to which the extra cost of 
having resource recovery is acceptable 
as a means of participating in materi
als conservation programs. 

A cost center concept is the basis for 
evaluating the recovery facility. Refuse 
is accepted for processing for a fee paid 
to the facility, and unrecovered hy-

Shroddor 

Coarse material 

products and residues arc disposed of 
for a fee paid by the facility. lt is as
sumed that the facility is privately 
owned and is operated at a profit. If 
the facility is economically feasible un
der private ownership, it may be iess 
c~~pensive to implement under public 
ownership because a public body does 
not require a prcfit and can often bor
row capital at lower interest rates. 

For purposes of analysis, the char
acteristics of a prototype facility. are 
assumed to be the same as those de-, 
scribed in Tables 2, 3, and 4, with a 
profit before taxes or return on an 
equity of 15 percent, which is assumed 
to be the minimum that would attract 
private capital (considering present in
terest rates on certificates of deposit 
and other relatively safe, often tax-free, 
investments). 

The fraction of incoming refuse re
covered as salable material (Table 4) 
i> determined by the expected efficiency 
of an operating plant and by the aver
age expected composition of the in
coming refuse ( /3). 

Oraanic fraction 
· Potential fuel -----·----

Fine &lass 

2nd Heavy medii 
Floats (glass and alYminum) 

Dryer .. 

Fig. 2. Proc~:ssing scheme for '.:parating materials from mixed refuse. 
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The Operating Statement 

Unc.:; the: co>t center concept, a 
protutypic:..l ,>pcrating 'tatemcnt can 
be <hcJ li1 ccunom1c an;dyolS. Such a 
statement lllll-'•t include entrie:. tnr all 
operatwg expense> and revenues for 
thl: ,L.tlcd e4uity, as wdl a> target re
turn on thi~ equity. An example of an 
op<.:rati!lg statement is shown i;l Fig. 3. 

Net operating income provides the 
return un c4uity previously discussed. 
Total operating expenses are the sum of 
annual operating co:-ts (derived as >hown 
•n T;1hle 3 .i and waste product co>ts, 
wh1ch ;,re cn~h n.:~ulting !rt>m the dis
posal of UIHecnvcred material. By-prod
uct revenues are net pro~.:eeds from the 
~ale ot recovered tractinm ( /6). The 
dumping n;venue is a per-ton fct.: paul 
by the Ctlmmunity or by private haulers 
11.1 the facility for disposing of the ref
use. 

The hy-pruduct revenues are based 
on the expcct..:d annual recovery rate 
for each potentially recoverable resource 
and on :he antic1patcJ selling price f0r 
each material. The expected recovery of 
each material is listed in Table 4; the 
engineering estimates made to arrive 
;;t thc>c ligures have been d :scribed 
cbewhcr..: ( 13). The eXj)ectcd selling 
pm:c f\>f each material is a judgment 
based on examination of analogous 
scrap prices quoted in trade publica
tions ( 17), convep;alions with poten
tial buyers, and freight charges over a 
likely distance. 

The following net prices were arrived 
at: lcrrous metals, at $15 per ton 
(based on a No. 2 scrap bundle price 
of about $35 per ton, delivered to the 
.. tee! mill and allowing $20 per ton 
for transportation); glass, at $7 per 
ton (based on 12 percent of the glass 
ou!put bt:ing sorted a> flint at $12 per 
ton and the remainder being color
mixt:ci at $H per ton and allowing only 
for local transportation costs); paper, 
at $10 per ton (mostly No. 1 news, a 
standard paper stock-price estimates 
vary greatly with area of the country); 
aluminum, $200 per ton net (quote 
from an <duminum producer); and non
ferrou; metals, excluding aluminum, 
$120 per ton (based on prices paid per 
ton for metal c,>ntained in some non
ferrous concentrates from automobile
shreJding operations). The likely by
proJuct revenues tor the operating state
ment, caicubtcd on these estimates, arc 
listed in Fig. 3, with entries for all the 
co>ts a11ll n:venucs established sn far 
(18) 

Table 2. ~ummary of capital cost,. !Source: 
(13, pp. ':1-1 '.1-Y\)] 

Item 

BuiiJing 

l·lcctricd c·qtllpmcm 

Walcr <W1i ~ewagc 

Auxiliary equipment 

Pro(t:~~ing cquip•ncnl 

Subtotal 

Architecture and 
engineering (10%) 

(jenera! o:ontracting and 
architec·t·engincer field 
~upcrvi ... iun costs ( 23 s;,) 

Conlmgcncy i Jl)~l,-) 

Working capilal 

Total 

t73,001J 
i '12 .1llll 

t>•.ooo 
11'1.~30 

'114,300 

t,52:1,430 

350,3H'I 

2blJ.452 

100,000 

2,415,bt4! 

F!gm..: _1 illustrate, the oft-heard ar
gument, and a correct one, that the 
by-product revenues from resource re
covery cannot support the cost of sep
;nation. By-product revenues are listed 
as $562,000, falling short of expenses 
($XI<J,000) by $1.65 per ton of input. 
These argument> arc incomplete, how
ever, bccau'e they do not take into ac
count tllher entries to the operating 
'>tatcnwnt that must be added in order 
to determine the economics of such a 

Table 3. Annual operating costs of a plant 
proc·c»ing 500 ton> per day, 6 days per week. 
I! a'": 40 percent of capitalization debt; 60 
p~tcc·nt equity. [Source: (13, pp. 9-1-9-53)] 

Opt:raling cosh 

Variable 
Labor• 

Malltlenance materials 
Utililie> 

Total variable 

Fixed 
Depn:ciatlont 
Real estate taxes and 

insurance+ 
Interest~ 

Total fixed 

Total net 

Expendi
ture ($) 

258,425 
74,327 
64,800 

397,552 

306,530 

39,429 
75,000 

420,959 

818,511 

• Ltbor !.:o...,t\ arc ba:-.ed on paying time-and-a-half 
for the sixth day. t Depreciation is straight 
line b.t~cd on 20 years for building~ and 7 years 
hJr equipment. :t: Land a~"'umcd to be pro
vidnl rcnt-frcc hy the municipality. § Ba~ed on 
horr<.lV1ing 40 rcn.:cnt of capital cost at 8 percent 
simple interest, paid quarterly for 20 years on 
building and 10 years on equipment. Interest 
shown for the first year of operation. 

costs must be such that the net oper
ating income equals. the target rate of 
return. $216,000 per year. This may 
be stated a~: 

15o,OOOWR)- 126,360( WPC) 
= $473,000 ( l) 

facility. 1 The $473,000 are operating costs plus 
First, the prototype plant discu>sed \' protit, minus by-product revenues. 

her..: processes 500 tons per day, 6 days Dump revenues (DR) and waste prod
a week. Of this input, 19 percent is 1 uct costs ( WPC) are expressed in dol
recovered, and hcnc.: docs not gen- ' Iars per ton. 

crate a disposal cost for the facility. ln The e4uation can be solved for both 
order to balance th~: operating state- DR and W PC if a relation can be estab-
mcnt and to determine the point of lisheJ between the two unknowns. A 
indifference mcntion..:d earlier, the plausible one is 
credit for the dump revenues and the ' 
dehit for the waste product disposal 0.75(DR) = (WPC) 

Du mp1ng revenue ---------------------- $ 

By-product revenues (net) 

Ferrous metal ------------- $ 159 

Glass --------------------- $ 76 

Alum1num --------------- $ 218 

Paper ------------------------------- $ 62 

Other nonferrous metal--------- $ 47 

Total -------------------------------------------- $ 562 

Tot a I o per at1ng revenues ------------------------------

Waste product costs --------------------·----- $ 

Ann ua I opera t1 n g costs --------------------------- $ 819 

$ 

T 0ta I ope r atrng expenses -------------------------------------- $ 

(2) 

Net opera trng 1 ncome --------------------------------- $ 216 

Fig. 3. Protyp11.:al operating 'tatement showing the format and fixed entries, of a re
'ourcc recovery facility (annual ratco; in thousands of dollars: equity, $1.44 million; 
n:turn on inv,,,rment. 15 percent). 



ln other words, then: is a 25 percent 
discount in the co~t of disposing of the 
waste prouucts after processing (shred
ding and removing of the inert mate
rial). 

lt is believed that this discount can 
be ju~tified if the processed refuse is 
disposed of in a landfill, particularly 
in areas where land is expensive and 
dirt to cover the refuse is scarce. With 
the same mechanical effort, shredded 
refuse can be made more compact than 
unshreddcd refuse; it therefore requires 
less land for disposal. In addition, there 
is substantial evidence that shredded 
refuse does not need daily earth cover 
and thereby saves on clean fill, often 
a scarce and costly material (19). 

Shredded refuse without cover reyuires 
f.:wer earth-mnv,:l~ ma;;hincs and com
pactor~ fo: ;,dhirilling thm does un
pro..:cssed rcfu~c. The l;;¥;er recjuire
ment saves t.:apital investment and daily 
operating co~ts. Finally, because 
shredded refuse as fill stabilizes more 
rapidly, compared to unshrcdded mate
rial, the filled land is available sooner 
for capital improvement. This is often 
an income-producing item for the 
municipality. The potential savings in 
each of these various categories have 
been estimated ( 13, 19) and are sum
marized in Table 5. In the case of 
landfill without daily cover, Eq. 2 
seems justified, if not conservative. 

It is more difficult to make a similar 

Dump1ng revenue 

(156,000 tons per year, at$ 7.72 per ton)---------

By·product revenues (net) 

Ferrous metal-----------

Glass-------------

Aluminum ------------

Paper-----------------

Other nonferrous metal -------

Total 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

159 

76 

218 

62 

47 

$ 1,204 

$ 562 

Total operating revenues----------------------

Waste product costs 

(126,360 tons per year, at $5.79 per ton)--------- $ 733 

Annual operating expenses----------------- $ 819 

Total operating expenses----------------------

Net operating income -----------------------

$ 1,766 

$ 1,552 

$ 216 

Fig. 4. Protypical operating statement, for materials recovery alone, of a resource re
covery facility (annual rates in thousands of dollars). 

Dumping revenue 

(156,000 tons per year, at $3.96 per ton)---------

By·product revenues (net) 

Ferrous metal-----------

Glass --------------

Aluminum -------------

Paper-----------------

Other nonferrous metal--------

$ 159 

$ 76 

$ 218 

$ 62 

$ 47 

Total ------------------------

$ 618 

$ 562 

Total operating revenues----------------------

Waste product costs 

(24,960 tons per year, at $5.79 per ton)---------- $ 145 

Annual operating costs ------------------ $ 819 

Total operating expenses-----------------------

Net operating income------------------------

>A 

$ 1,180 

$ 964 

$ 216 

Fig. 5. Protypical operating statement, for materials and heat recovery, of a resource 
recovery facility (annual rates in thousands of dollars). 

case for Eq. 2 when the unrecovered 
fraction is disposed of by incineration. 
Although the burning of shredded 
w;,-,tes, such as bark and bagasse, has 
hecn practiced for years, it has only 
been in the last 2 years or so that 
municipal incinerators operating on 
shredded refuse have been put into 
operation. One such plant is in the city 
of Hamilton, Ontario. In the Hamilton 
plant, there are several design innova
tions aimed at reducing costs of incin
eration. Among these are conveyor 
belts, rather than overhead cranes, for 
handling refuse. Also, because of sus
pension burning, the combustion 
chamber is smaller than a conventional 
incinerator of the same capacity. Fi
nally, there is no need for water quench 
of the ash; it is cooled in suspension 
by the air flow. Because the Hamilton 
plant is new, data on actual costs are 
not yet available. However, it is likely 
that the operating costs for the com
plete facility are slightly less than those 
for conventional incinerators using un
shredded feedstock. In time, the co
efficient in Eq. 2 will be determined 
for incineration of shredded refuse. 
Until then, 0.75 will serve as an esti
ma.te. 

When Eqs. 1 and 2 are solved, the 
indifferent community is one where the 
cost of disposing of unprocessed raw 
refuse (DR) is $7.72 per ton and the 
cost of disposing of the shredded refuse 
(WPC) is $5.79 per ton. A completed 
operating statement is shown in Fig. 4. 

It is important to point out the three 
sources of revenue for the front end 
recovery facility. First, it can sell the 
recovered materials; second, it does not 
have to dispose of the recovered mate
rials; third, it can charge a fee for the 
service of preparing refuse for .the land
fill. (In the example here, the facility 
can charge 25 percent of the raw refuse 
disposal cost, or $1.93 per ton for this 
service.) 

The Indifferent Community 

A resource recovery facility of the 
sort described would be economically 
feasible when the cost of operating the 
landfill, or incinerating raw, unpro
cessed refuse, is the $7.72 per ton cal
culated above and when disposing of 
the shredded, unrecovered residue is, 
accordingly, $5.79 per ton. If these 
figures are exact, then the community 
is indifferent; resource recovery costs 
no more or less than present disposal 
practices. If the community is paying, 



or expects to have to pay, more than 
this in the near future, obviously re
source recovery would save it money. 
If current (or projectep) costs are less, 
then a front end resource recovery 
system would be an add-on incremental 
cost. 

This last circumstance warrants fur
ther discussion. 

If the community is paying less than 
$7.72 per ton to dispose of its refuse, 
it is not indifferent, because recovery 
would cost more than the community 
would otherwise have to pay. The com
munity would have to decide the worth 
of resource recovery in lighr of other 
demands such as those for schools, 
medical care, and housing. However, 
an example may place this new demand 
in perspective. A fami ly of four gen
erates aproximately 2 tons of refuse 
per year. An incremental cost of $2 
per ton could be incurred as a result 
of a decision to co'nstruct and operate 
a front end resource recovery system. 
The $2 per ton figure is not exact, but 
is the likely size of the increment. The. 
point is that, on a per fam ily basis, this 
is not a very larg~ incremental cost. 

Ulilization of the Organic Fraction 

Figure 4 shows that 47 percent of 
the total operating expenses of the 
facility is .the so-called waste product 
disposal cost; for the most part, this 
unrecovered . residue is organic and, 
therefore, combustible. A more bene
ficial course would be to recover this 
residue for use as energy. 

Consider the cost of burning the 
combustible portion of household ref
usc in an electric utility boiler, along 
with coal, to generate electricity . In 
order to prepare an operating statement 
for a facility in which the organic frac
tion is so utili:ted, certain assumptions 
must be made about the amount of 
combustible residue, the costs of utiliz
ing this fuel, and the costs of disposing 
of the wa~tcs. 

Not all of the residue can be burned. 
In the example represented by F ig. 4; 
il b estimated that approximately 16 
percent of the residue ( 24,960 tons per 
year) will not he combustible and, 
therefore, must be disposed of in a 
landfill. Assume also that the cost of 
dispo~ing of the residue is the sa me as 
in the case of Fig. 4-that is, $5.79 
per ton. Finally, assume that the va lue 
of the organic fraction as a fuel e:<actly 
offsets the co~t to an electric utility for 
cupital moJilications necessary to ac-
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Fig: 6·. Graph of incremental costs and 
savmgs for implemel)ting resource recov
ery. No discount in the cost of waste dis
p<>sal is assumed . 

cept and burn it (judged to be about 
$1 million) and any added operating 
costs, such as for ash handling, air pol
lution control, added maintenance, and 
so forth (14, 20). In other words, as
sume that the organic fuel fraction is 
delivered to the utility boiler at no net 
cost to the recovery facility. Under 
these assumptions, the prototypical 
operating statement of Fig. 4 is modi
fied to Fig. 5, and the dump fee is re
duced to $3.96 per ton. This illustrates 
the large economic advantage of such 
energy recovery. Disposal costs are 
obviously reduced. The indifferent 
community of the previous example, 
whose disposal . costs for raw, unpro
cessed waste were $7 .72 per ton, now 
saves $3.76 per ton on its disposal 
system . 

The indifferent municipality is re
placed by one whose alternative dis
posal costs are $3.45 per ton (21). This 
lower fi gure greatly expands the num
ber of communities in which resource 
recovery is economically viable, pro
vided that the community has an 
electric utility which can utilize the 
organic fraction and that all other as
sumptions hold. 

Table 4. Characteristics of prototype facility : 
size, 500 tons per day ( t56 ,000 tons per year 
input); capital cost, $2.4 million (exclusive 
of land ); debt, $0.96 million ; target return , 
15 percent of equity ( '5216,000 per year). 

Material 

Ferrous metal 
Glass 
Aluminium 
I' a per 
Other nonferrous met al 

Total 

Weight 
recovered 

(%) 

6.80 
7.00 
0.70 
4.00 

0 .25 
18.75 

Public Ownership 

The same type of operating state
ment analysis can be used in cases 
where the facility would be publicly 
owned. The net operating income figure 
of $216,000 is not required, since most 
public bodies seek only to recover costs. 
In addition, the interest and depreci
ation entries must be modified for 
public financing. Also, the real estate 
tax ent ry is dropped: However, the 
community now loses this revenue, so, 
strictly speaking, in a total calculation 
of costs and benefits, real ·estate tax 
should be included as a cost (revenue 
decrease). Public financing may be 
through a revenue bond or general 
obligation bond ( 22). A 6-percent 
interest, I 0-year bond with a level 
annual payment is assumed to supply 
the total capital requirement of $2,41 S,-· 
614 for the facility (Table 2); This 
results in a reduction of the commu
nity's disposal cost to $5.78 per ton for 
the materials recovery case and $2.09 
per ton for materials plus energy, : re
covery. Thus, resource recovery is po~
sible for greater numbers of com
munities when some form of public 
financ ing is used. 

Incremental Costs and Savings 

The potential incremental costs or 
savings per ton for private resource 
recovery facilities are plotted in Fig. 
6. The abscissa shows the disposal cost 
in dollars per ton. Both the materials 
recovery case and the materials plus 
energy recovery case are. shown. In this 
case, no added value for the shredding 
process is assumed (in other words, 
DR = WPC). Hence, Fig. 6 represents 
a ··worst possible case"-that is, the 
case in which the cost of disposing of 
shredded refuse is the same as the cost 
of disposing of raw, unprocessed refuse. 

For the materials recovery case, the 
graph illustr\ltes that, unless disposal 
costs are high (greater than $15.90 per 
ton) . there is an incremental cost asso-

Table 5. Potential savings, by cost category, 
resulting from the use of milled refuse. 

Cost category Savina 
(%) 

Land 62 
Capital improvement Varies 
Equipment 42 
Operating 42 
Materials !1 



ciaJ.ed wnh re:,•,lurcc recovt:ry. l~\1r the 
communi;y discussed prcviou~iy, with a 
$7, 72-pcr--tun disposal cost, the incn:
mcnta; cost ,s $240,000 per year, or 
$1.54 per ton. However, the line for 
rnateriais plus energy recovery crosses 
the abscissa from cost to saving, indi
cating the indtfferent community, at a 
disposal cost of $3.60 per ton. If cur
rent or near-term projected costs (say 
the c;veragc for the next 5 to i 0 years) 
are above this valve, there is ~~ savings 
10 be realiz.cd by installing materials 
and _;r,crgy recovery. Figure 6 can be 
used to estimate the course a commu
nity might fol!ow m planning a solid 
w~1stc management system. 

A prot,)typical operating statement 
similar tc. that used by business firms 
has bcc11 ;hown to be a useful decision
rnakmg woi for a community choosing 
;; solid vvaste management system. 
VVhen applied to resource recovery, it 
highlights the economics of recovery 
and 1 h'; vail tes of the input parameters 
necessary to achieve economic \- iahil
;ty. whether in the case of pc~blic or 
;->ri'-Jail: own,~rship ( 23), 

Jn nw•,t cornmi.mlties, refuse pro
ce~~ing to reCu'•Cr material resources 
mu~t be based on more than one source 
of revenue. in addttion to the revenues 
from the salt:: of by-products, there must 
tl\~ revenU(;> from processing the in
coming refw.e anJ from a user, or 
dump, fc.c. ln the first case discussed, 
that of ma1t;r;als recovery by a front 
end sy~tcm, resource recovery is shown 
w be economically feasible for those 
communiries in which the present cost 
of disposal is relatively high. The in
dil!'..:fent community was one having a 
t.:urrcnt cost of $7.72 per ton; more 
:.lccuralci:, thi'i would he the cos! for 
tht: m:ar-tem1 future. 1t is not neces
sary that current costs be used, since 
many communities are merely "dump
ing" their refuse. The indifference dc
cisit-,n ~hould be based on the cost of 
an environmentally ~ound alternative. 

Energy recovery from municipal 
soii(.: w;1st,: ca:-1 increase the number of 
'.:ornmunit1e' m 'Nhich resource recov
f::!Y wiii be ;~n economic adjunct to a 
solid w;-,ste management system. The 
an<l.iysis prc:;enicd here was ha:;ed on 
the c:s~umption that the value of the 
fuel recovered cxactiy oflset the addi-

tJonal capital and op•:rating cu~ts of the 
utility wh.ch burm ir. There couiJ he 
cost~; abo•;e and hc)onJ thi-;: sinuLuly. 
there could be a s~ti'Ing by taking into 
account the econo;n1c va!ue of the 
organic fraction as fuel. Howeva, it 
is believed chat the assumption under 
which the materials-plus-energy case 
was analyled seems to be realistic at 
this time. 

1. U!h:•ll soli-d wu~lc rcft.·rs to all material ~ol

h.:ciL'tl in a COIYlmtmitJ and con~hts of por
tion;,; frtlm hotl~choiJ'> and commercial and 
indu•-t11al c~tablhhmcnts. u~ well o.ts con~truc

tion and denwlniun rubble 
'-· Rc ... ourcc Recovery Act of 1970. Public Law 

~1-512 (26 October 1970;. Also S. 498, an 
extcn~ion of that at:t, pas~cd 2f1 January 
1973. 

3. The aw.:u decs of Sccuon 208 grants and the 
prime contractor'l or processc~ to be in!-.talled 
;1rc Slate nf Oclav...tic--H~r~.~tlks. (nc.; Balti
lllorc, LandHaJ d pyruly·.is-t,1on~anto Enviro
Chcm Sy~tcms. Inc: l.owcll, Ma~s.--Bureau 
of f..fincs lncinerutor Residue: San Diego 
County, Caiif.-Garrctt Re~.ean.:h and Devel
opment Company, Inc. For ., de.,cription of 
the pro~es~ls, ~c(' (4). 

4. Re.w11rc '-' Recu1 t',7 Catalo.~ue u/ Prot'f!\SC1, 
prepared by Midwcot Rc,earch ln,titute [or 
Cnuncil on Envirunrn.:!ntal Qu<.~iity (Council 
on Environmental Quality, \V .. ~:-.hington, D.C .. 
February 1973). 

5. J. G. Abert and f\-1. J. Zusman, Am. ln.w. 
C!rem. Ln~. J. !8, 11:29 (1972). 

6. N, L. Drobny. H. E. Hull. R, F. Testi11, 
RenHen· and lhili.:atiun uf A1wrhipai Solid 
Ut'a.Ht' (Pl.Jbl. No. Sw lOt:, E1wironmental 
Protection Agcm:y, Solid \Va~te J\1anagemenE 
Ollice, Wa>hing!on, O.C, 197!) The au tho" 
dte ... evca aJ :-,nun.:c:-. tJf dat~t. 

7. fhc j11dgm~.:.nt cxc1 u~cd 111 Jcvciuping nominal 
ligures for di:-.u1~..,ion h ~trcs~ed. In contra'it. 
if a spcc!tic rc~vurce recovery plant is to be 
built, exact numbers mu ... t hl': obtained tor 
that !2ommunity. Ont> method of doing this 
is dc~nibed by E. R. K;d..;er, C. Zimmer, 
D. Ka-;ncr, in l'roceedings of the Nalivnal 
lncini"Tatur Conft·rt>nce (American Society nf 
MechanH.al Engineer-.;, New York, !970), pp. 
25-31. 

8. A Study to Jdnztt/)' Opportunities for ln
crea.\ed Solid JYaste Utilization, report to 
National As~ocialio11 l..lf Secondary Materials 
lndustrie<, Inc, (Battelle Columbus Labo,a
torics. Columbu~. Ohio, 1972). 

9. Ston!blc fuel may he created from waste by 
several method:-.. Pyroly:'!is and anaerobiC di
ge~tion ,~roccs\r~ are described in (4). 

10. See, for cxamplt:, J. F. Laundrie and J. H. 
Klangre", l'ap Trade J. 157 (No. 16), 34 
! IQ711. 

II. M;.ny wastc'i J\' OLJt have a use or have a 
very low economic liM! and, therefore, are 
not \Uit<tblc for recpvcry. Hence, there wi!l 
:liway:.. be a nt:ed for '>ome kind of landtill as 
an ulti!'nate <.Jhru..,al method. 

12. R. L. l.esh.-r, En,irmr. s,-;, Tech. 6, 1078 
(1972). 

13. Wuterials Reco1ny S)'~lem, Engineerin::; Feu.u
htlitr Swd)• (National Centn for Re'1t'urce 
Recovc:y, Washington, D.C., 1972), 

14. D. l.. Klumb, Solid Wa.'ift-' IJi\'{W\al Seminar, 
Prun•edinK'> {Union Elcctri~.: Company, St. 
Loui.,, ;'\.1<L. 1972). 

15, For a rtccnt drsu"sion. sec J. D. Headley, J. 
Enrirun. Quill. l, 377 (1972). 

16 ~'c do not intl·nd to dh~..:uss the ava:labihty 
of markt:t'> and similar topics. These are 
~overed ad(.:quatcly e!scwhc1 e-for example, 
in tc .... timony before the Joint E~.:unomk Com
mittee, subcnn':ndtt·~l' on fiscal policy, The 
Economic.\ of Recrciint; Wa.~te Jfao'eriah 
(92nd Congr., lst ><ss .. 1971). It is obvwus 
that recovered matena1s will have to be sold 
a~..:cm ding w 'iped/lcations, like any other 
commodity, It is our experience that, under 
such condition!-,, buyer"> can be found when 

thcfe is, or is to be, an a~~ured source of 
1 easonabie tonnagl''i of app1upriately processed 
products. 

17. SlT, for ~xarnple, publications such as Iron 
A;.:e, JVa.lte Product Journal, and Official 
Board Marken·. 

l M. Pcrhap~ the only other material thought to 
he rcio.:overable b pla~tks. for which no 
rcvcnut; is ~hown here. Although some plast.ics 
...:.m he recycled if separated and cleaned, at 
rre:-.t·nt there are no cflit:icnt means of 
... cparating them from mixed municipal refuse 
in a sulhckntly clean form for reuse in new 
products. It appears that the best use for 
plastic waste is as fuel. Some plastics have 
a high heat of combustion; that of roly
rlhykr.t. for example, is 46 X IOU joules per 
kilog--am. [J, Brandrup and E. H. Jmmergut, 
Pulymt:r Handbook (Wiley~Interscience, New 
York, 1966), r. Yl-44]. 

19. J. ltl'inhardt, "A report on the demonstration 
of the Gondard grinding mill for pulveri1ing 
refuse and lanufilling milled refuse without 
Uaily CO\ er," final report to the Department 
,,f Health, Education, and Welfare, grant 5 
001 U I 00004, undated. 

20. R. A. Lowe [Energ)' Reco\·ery from Waste 
(Pub!. No, SW-36d.ii, Environmental Protec
tion Agency, Washington, D.C, 1973), p. 13] 
..,~,ate.., that ..;olid waste a~ a fuel contains 
0.1 pt.:~\.1.:11[ ·~ull'ur and has a fuel value or 
ahout II X 1()'1 joules per kilogram. Our own 
cx,,crimcntal studies (unpubli>hed) indicated 
that, when air cla"ified, the waste has a fuel 
value of about 19 X 10" joules per kilogram, 
dry weight basis. Therefore, at about 25 per
l'cnt moi,turc, as received, and sold for $0.40 
rtr l 0" joules, the processed waste would be 
wo1 th in excess of $5 per metric ton as a fuel. 

2L To identify the indifferent community, Eqs, I 
and 2 must he restated, In Eq. I, the waste 
product tonnage for materials plus energy 
recovery, 24,960 tons, is substituted for 
126,360 tons of the materials recovery alone. 
Equation 2 remains the same. The result is: 

156,000(DR)- 24,960(WPC) = 473,000 (I) 

0.7S(DR) = (WPC) (2) 

The ,,olution is DR = $3A5 per ton and 
WI'C = $2.59 per ton. 

22. The Pollution Control Bond is a form of the 
tax-frt'e Industrial Development Bond, first 
'anctioncd by the Internal Revenue Service in 
1957. These bonds arc issued by local gov
CI nmcnts to buy or build equipment and 
plants that are then leased to private corpo
rations. This kind of linandng resulted in a 
...,ignitkant loss in tax revenue; as a type of 
tax reform, Congress passed in 1968 the 
Industrial Revenue Bond Act, which stipu
lates that no individual offering could be 
larger than $5 million. However, an excep
tion was made for industrial revenue issues 
that were intended to finance pollution con
trol equipment. There is no limit on the 
silc of these iS>ues. Early beneficiaries of 
this extmrtion were corporations installing air 
and water pollution facilities. In April 1970, 
the Internal Revenue Service approved tax
exempt bonds for 'olid waste recycling· fa. 
cilitic:-.. To qualify, the processed material 
mu~t be of no value to the producer; that 
i:-., it Lannot be used or Sl1ld by the producer 
at the io..:~1tion of processing or at the time 
the bonds are issued. In addition, 65 per
..:cnt of the input must fit this definition. A 
broad interpretation appear~t to have been 
given to the term "solid waste facility." Ac· 
cort!ing tlJ rhe Internal Revenue Service, solid 
waste facility means any property used for 
the COllection, ~torage, treatment, utilization, 
and rrocessing uf solid waste that results in 
the reconstitution <lr final disJ')osal of such 
waste [sec, 103(C) 4 (E), U.S. Internal 
Revenue Code]. 

23. There ha;·e. been. of course, recent dynamic 
cl1ange:.; in the nation's price structure. Build~ 

ing and equipment, as well as labor, costs 
huve increased. However, secondary materials 
rrice~ have risen as welL Therefore, an up
dating of the figures given here would be in 
order before any final decision to enter into 
rc~ource recovery is made. Nevertheless, the 
method o[ analysis and, in general, the con· 
elusions o! this article are valid over a broad 
r·;.,nge of price structures. 
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